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ABSTRACT
PUSHING THE LIMITS OF THE DOUBLE COPY
Mariana Carrillo González
Mark Trodden
The double copy procedure relates gauge and gravity theories through color-
kinematics replacements, and holds for both scattering amplitudes and in classical 
contexts. Here, we extend this correspondence to exact classical solutions of maxi-
mally symmetric curved spacetimes. We consider asymptotically (A)dS spacetimes in 
Kerr-Schild form and construct the corresponding single and zeroth copies. We focus 
on understanding how to extract the Yang-Mils and biadjoint scalar field equations 
from Einstein equations. We also explore the double copy in (2+1)-dimensions by 
examining the cases of the BTZ black hole and the double copy of a gauge theory 
point charge. The latter gravitational solution is the first case of the Kerr-Schild 
double copy involving a dilaton.
Furthermore, it has been shown that there is a web of theories whose scatter-
ing amplitudes are related through operations that exchange color and kinematic 
factors. We generalize and extend this procedure by showing that the classical 
perturbative double copy of pion radiation corresponds to Special Galileon radiation. 
We also construct the single copy by mapping the biadjoint scalar radiation to 
the non-linear sigma model radiation through generalized color-kinematics replace-
ments. Afterwards, we compute the higher derivative amplitudes arising from shift 
symmetric-invariant actions for both the non-linear sigma model and the Special 
Galileon symmetries, and provide explicit expressions for their Lagrangians. We 
find that, beyond leading order, the equivalence between shift symmetries, enhanced 
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In the Lagrangian formalism, gravity and Yang-Mills (YM) theories seem to be
completely unrelated. However, if one looks at the structure of their scattering
amplitudes, an unexpected relationship between them arises. This was first observed
in string theory by relating the tree-level scattering amplitudes of open and closed
strings through a squaring procedure referred to as KLT (Kawai, Lewellen, Tye)
relations [1]. By using the KLT relations, one can write a gravitational amplitude as
the KLT product of two Yang-Mills color-ordered amplitudes. Hence, this relation is
called the double copy. It was later realized that a similar squaring procedure holds
due to the existence of a duality. This relation is called the BCJ (Bern, Carrasco,
Johannson) double copy [2–4] and will be reviewed in detail in the next section. For
gravitational1 and gauge theory scattering amplitudes at tree-level, the BCJ double
copy is equivalent to the KLT relations in the limit of large string tension. More
explicitly, the BCJ double copy is a procedure that relates scattering amplitudes
1The gravitational theory which corresponds to the double copy of YM not only consists of a
graviton, but also a dilaton and a 2-form field.
1
of different theories obtained by interchanging color and kinematic factors. The
BCJ double copy is a perturbative result that has been proven at tree level [3, 5–16]
and is believed to also hold at the loop level due to the large amount of evidence
supporting this [6, 17–39]. It holds both with or without supersymmetry and even
in the presence of spontaneous symmetry breaking [37].
The original and best-known example of a double copy is the so-called Gravity=
(Yang-Mills)2 relationship which allows us to write gravity (the “double copy”) as
two copies of Yang-Mills (each of which is usually referred to as a “single copy”).
In addition to this, it has been shown that a larger set of theories can be related
through color-kinematics replacements. For example, theories such as Born-Infeld
theory and the Special Galileon [40–45], or Einstein-Maxwell and Einstein-Yang-Mills
theories [37,46–51] can be related by exchanging color and kinematics. It has also
been shown that the Special Galileon (SGal) corresponds to the double copy of
the non-linear sigma model (NLSM) [44]. From this perspective, the NLSM and
SGal can be thought of as scalar analogs of YM and gravity. In fact, the origin of
such correspondence has been explored in different settings and can be understood
as following from YM2 = gravity after performing a “dimensional reduction” to
extract the longitudinal modes [44, 52]. Recently, BCJ-like double copy relations
between classical solutions have been suggested using different perturbative ap-
proaches [53–68]. More broadly, this suggests the possibility of using the double
2
copy technique to generate classical gravitational solutions from simpler, classical
gauge configurations. Although this is an intrinsically perturbative procedure, it is
interesting to understand the extent to which an exact relationship might persist at
the classical non-perturbative level. This idea was first explored in [69], where it
was shown that a classical double copy that resembles the BCJ double copy exists
for spacetimes that can be written in (single or multiple) Kerr-Schild (KS) form
(see also [70–85]). Other approaches to the classical double copy were considered
in [86–96].
The color-kinematics duality and the double copy relation are very surprising
statements at first sight. They encompass a very active area of research with different
focuses. On one hand, it is interesting to understand the origin of this duality and
the whole range of theories which satisfy it. On the other hand, this duality can be
very useful since it can help us perform calculations and obtain observables for a
complicated theory, such as gravity, by computing the observables of a simpler one,
like Yang-Mills. In this thesis, we will analyze different aspects of some extensions
of the double copy. This analysis will help us understand better which theories can
be obtained as a double copy and what are their characteristics. The extent of this
remarkable relation between scalar, gauge, and gravity amplitudes is the subject of
ongoing research, and we refer the reader to [6,97] for a more extensive review of the
literature. Here, we will only focus one two specific directions. One of these consists
3
of exploring the existence of a double copy relation for classical solutions and the
other one consists of understanding what are the characteristics of the effective field
theories related through the double copy.
Conventions The conventions used throughout this thesis are the following. We
denote the gravitational coupling by κ and define it in arbitrary dimensions by the















We define Newton’s constant Gd in d dimensions to be the constant of proportionality
between the Newtonian potential of a unit mass and its r-dependence. In d spacetime
dimensions these definitions implies that κ is related to Newton’s constant Gd and
















which in 4 dimensions reduces to the usual relation κ2 = 16πG4. We denote a generic




↔ g . (1.0.3)
In Kerr-Schild contexts, we raise and lower all indices with the base metric ḡµν ,
with the exception of the indices on Rµν and Tµν which we raise and lower with the
full metric gµν .
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We use the mostly plus metric signature (−,+,+,+) when working with Yang-
Mills and gravity in the Introduction (except Section 1.4 ) and in Chapters 2 and 3.
Due to conventions in the literature, we switch to the mostly minus metric signature
(+,−,−,−) when working with scalar field theories in Section 1.4 and in Chapters
4 and 5.
1.1 Scattering Amplitudes
In this section, we will briefly review gauge and gravity theories and their scattering
amplitudes. This will serve the purpose of setting the notation and conventions used
in the following chapters. We will also introduce different concepts commonly used
in the scattering amplitudes field and some alternative ways of computing scattering
amplitudes.
1.1.1 Yang Mills and the Color-Ordered Amplitudes
We start by introducing Yang-Mills theory and its scattering amplitudes in order to




Tr (F µνFµν) , (1.1.1)
where the field strength is defined as
Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ − i
g√
2
[Aµ, Aν ] , (1.1.2)
5
where Aµ = A
a
µT
a and T a are the generator of the gauge group G in the fundamental
representation. They obey the following commutation relation and normalization2
[
T a, T b
]




= δab , (1.1.4)
where f̃abc =
√
2fabc. From Eq.(1.1.1) and the definitions above, we can see that
the color structure of the amplitudes is written in terms of the structure constants
f̃abc. It is useful to rewrite this in terms of the generators by using
if̃abc = Tr
(




T bT aT c
)
, (1.1.5)
and the completeness relations for the generators of G; see Fig.1.1 for a diagrammatic
representation of these relations. Form now on, we will focus on fields transforming
in the adjoint representation of SU(N) and U(N) due to the special form of the
completeness relations for the corresponding generators. The completeness relation












while for G = U(N) there is no 1/N term. This special form allow us to rewrite the
color structure of the amplitudes in terms of only single traces. Recently, it has been
pointed out that matter fields which transform in the fundamental representation of
SO(N) also enjoy this simple factorization [98], but this case will not be considered
2While this will be the conventions used here and in Chapter 4, in Chapter 5 we will switch to
the more common normalization[
T a, T b
]








The normalization used will be clearly stated at the beginning of each chapter.
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Figure 1.1: Diagrammatic representation of the relations for simplifying the SU(N)
algebra. The curly lines represent gluons carrying adjoint indices and the oriented
solid lines represent fundamental indices. The top and the bottom graphs represent
Eq.(1.1.5) and Eq.(1.1.6) respectively.
here. With the above assumptions, the scattering amplitudes of YM can be written




Tr (T a1T aσ(2) . . . T aσ(n)) An[1, σ(2), . . . , σ(n)] , (1.1.7)
where An[1, σ(2), . . . , σ(n)] are called partial or color-ordered amplitudes. Instead of
exchanging structure constants for generators, we could have started with YM in
Gervais-Neveu gauge and find the scattering amplitudes in this form automatically
[99]. This gauge is specifically useful due the simplicity of the Feynman vertex rules
7
for color-ordered amplitudes
V µ1µ2µ33 = −
√
2 (ηµ1µ2pµ31 + η
µ2µ3pµ12 + η
µ3µ1pµ23 ) , (1.1.8)
V µ1µ2µ3µ44 = η
µ1µ3ηµ2µ4 . (1.1.9)
The color-ordered amplitudes satisfy the following relevant properties:
Cyclicity This property follows from the trace structure of the scattering amplitudes
and states that
An[1, 2, . . . , n] = An[2, . . . , n, 1] . (1.1.10)
Reflection From the definition of the color-ordered amplitudes, one can see that
An[1, 2, . . . , n] = (−1)nAn[n, . . . , 2, 1] . (1.1.11)
Photon decoupling Taking one of the generators in Eq.(1.1.7) to be the identity,
one finds that
An[1, 2, 3, . . . , n] +An[2, 1, 3, . . . , n] +An[2, 3, 1, . . . , n] + · · ·+An[2, 3, . . . , 1, n] = 0 .
(1.1.12)
Because of this relation, the 1/N term in the su(N) completeness relation does
not contribute to tree-level scattering amplitudes and allows for the existence
of partial amplitudes.
Kleiss-Kluijf In Eq.(1.1.7), we have expanded the scattering amplitudes in a basis
corresponding to traces of generators of G. This basis is overcomplete due
to various relations that exist between these traces. Thus, the coefficients of
8
the expansion, which are the partial amplitudes, aren’t independent; they are
related through the Kleiss-Kluijf (KK) relations
An[1, {α}, n, {β}] = (−1)|β|
∑
σ∈OP((α),(β)T |)
An[1, σ, n] , (1.1.13)
where {α} and {β} are subsets of the external particle labels, |β| is the number
of elements in the subset {β}, the superscript T denotes the reverse ordering,
and OP denotes ordered permutations.3
All of these relations reduce the number of independent partial amplitudes from n!
to (n− 2)!.
1.1.2 Gravity: More than a Graviton










(R− 2Λ) + Lmatter
}
, (1.1.14)
with g = det gµν , R the scalar curvature, Λ the cosmological constant, and Lmatter
the Lagrangian for the matter fields present. Variation with respect to the metric
gives the Einstein field equations
Gµν + gµνΛ =
κ2
2








where Tµν is the stress-energy tensor. We can expand the Lagrangian in Eq.(1.1.18)
around a flat background by writing gµv = ηµv + κhµv and regarding hµv as the
3These are permutations that preserve the ordering of the set {α} ∪ {βT }—see e.g. page 35
of [100] for some useful examples.
9





h∂2h+ κh2∂2h+ κ2h3∂2h+ κ3h4∂2h+ · · ·
]
. (1.1.16)
Clearly, we have an infinite number of graviton vertices, which is the first sign of
how highly involved the calculations in gravitational theories are. Similarly, the
complicated form of each of these vertices lead to non-trivial calculations when
computing the scattering amplitudes. For example, in de Donder gauge (defined by
∂µh
µ















P3 (p1 · p2ηµνηρληστ ) + P6 (p1 · p2ηµρηνσηλτ ) + 2P3 (p1νp1τηµρηλσ)
− P3 (p1λp2µηρνηστ ) + P3 (p1σp2τηµνηρλ) + P6 (p1σp1τηµνηρλ)




where Sym means symmetrization in each pair of graviton indices, and P3(6) signifies
symmetrization over the three graviton legs generating 3(6) terms. This vertex
is more complicated than the YM one. These complicated Feynman rules make
the calculation of graviton scattering amplitudes highly non-trivial. In the next
subsection, we will review some methods which make the calculation of gravity
on-shell amplitudes much simpler.
In the context of the double copy, when we refer to gravity we are not talking
10
about general relativity. In fact, the double copy of YM is not general relativity;
instead, it corresponds to the low energy limit of string theory (or N=0 supergravity).















where Hλµν is the field strength of the two-form Bµν , and φ is the dilaton. A simple
argument for this is the counting of degrees of freedom (DOF). A Yang-Mills field
in d dimensions has d− 2 degrees of freedom. Meanwhile, the DOF of the graviton,




, DOF Bµν :
(d− 2)(d− 3)
2
, DOF φ : 1 . (1.1.19)
We can clearly see that the square of the YM degrees of freedom is equal to the
degrees of freedom in the gravity Lagrangian of Eq.(1.1.18):





+ 1 . (1.1.20)
The fact that the double copy of YM corresponds to the low energy limit of
string theory can be traced to the KLT relations. As mentioned in the Introduction,
these relations give the closed string amplitudes as the square of the open string
ones and in the field theory limit correspond to the YM2= gravity case. The KLT
relations for low-point amplitudes are
11
M4(1, 2, 3, 4) = −s12 A4[1, 2, 3, 4] A4[1, 2, 4, 3] , (1.1.21)
M5(1, 2, 3, 4, 5) = s12s34A
∗
5[1, 2, 3, 4, 5] A
∗
5[2, 1, 4, 3, 5] + P(2, 3) , (1.1.22)
M6(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) = −s12s45A6[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] (s35A6[1, 5, 3, 4, 6, 2]
+ (s34 + s35)A6[1, 5, 4, 3, 6, 2]) + P(2, 3, 4) , (1.1.23)
where P(2, 3) denotes all the permutations of the momenta p2 and p3, and P(2, 3, 4)
all the permutations of the momenta p2, p3, and p4.
1.1.3 Amplitudes without Lagrangians
It is worth mentioning that there are several different methods for computing on-shell
scattering amplitudes which are more effective than starting from a Lagrangian. A
thorough review is out of the scope of this thesis, so instead we will simply mention
some of these methods and review the properties that are relevant for this thesis.
Some of the techniques that won’t be reviewed here are the CHY (Cachazo-He-Yuan)
construction4 [101–104], ambitwistor strings [105–107], and field theory amplitudes
encoded in string amplitudes [7, 8, 48,108].
By using the symmetries of the theory and imposing physical principles such as
locality, Lorentz invariance, and conservation of momentum, it is possible (in some
cases) to construct the scattering amplitudes without referring to a Lagrangian [100].
4The CHY amplitudes are given by an integral representation involving punctured Riemann
spheres, similar to the string amplitudes.
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It is useful to switch to variables that are better suited for on-shell scattering
amplitudes. Instead of polarization vectors and 4-momenta, we will use the spinor-
helicity variables, |p〉α̇ and |p]α, which are 2-component commuting spinors with
−1/2 and +1/2 helicity respectively. The indices α, α̇ = 1, 2 are labels of the spinor
representation of the Lorentz group. These spinors solve the massless Weyl equation
pαβ̇ |p〉
β̇ = 0 , pα̇β |p]β = 0 , (1.1.24)
where
pαα̇ = p
µ(σµ)αα̇ = − |p]α 〈p|α̇ , (1.1.25)
with σµ = (1, σi) and σi the Pauli matrices. Note that the indices are raised and
lowered with the Levi-Civita tensors εαβ and εα̇β̇. For a review on the spinor-helicity
variables, see [100,109,110].
Let us look at the simplest case of three-point amplitudes. From conservation of
momentum, one can see that the amplitude can only involve all square or all angle
brackets. For real momenta, the angle and square brackets are complex conjugates
and imply that the amplitude is zero, unless it is a constant. Here, we will consider
complex momenta to obtain non-zero amplitudes. While they are not physical, these
amplitudes will be useful to construct higher-order amplitudes. One can fully fix the
3-point amplitudes of massless particles by looking at their little group scaling. The
little group is the group transformations that leaves the momentum of an on-shell
particle invariant. For massless particles in D dimensions it is SO(D − 2), and in
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4d it is U(1). Under the little group the angle and square brackets transform as
|p〉 → t|p〉, |p]→ t−1|p
]
, (1.1.26)
while the amplitude for massless fields transform homogeneously as5
An({|1〉 , |1] , h1}, . . . , {ti |i〉 , t−1i |i] , hi}, . . .) = (1.1.27)
t−2hii An({|1〉 , |1] , h1}, . . . , {|i〉 , |i] , hi}, . . .) , (1.1.28)
where hi is the helicity of particle i. From little group scaling and locality arguments
















where the Yang-Mills coupling g can be inferred from dimensional analysis. In a



















These expressions give us a first hint of the squaring relation that exists between
these theories.
With the knowledge of lower-point amplitudes, higher-point amplitudes can
be constructed using recursion relations such as the BCFW (Britto-Cachazo-Feng-
Witten) relation and modifications of it. In the following, we return to momentum
variables so that the derivation of the BCFW relation can be followed by a reader
5From now on we will suppress the spinor indices on the spinor-helicity variables.
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unfamiliar with spinor-helicity variables. The BCFW relation can be derived by



















where Bn is the residue of the pole at z = ∞ and the n-point amplitude An(z)




i with z a complex number. The r
vectors satisfy
ri · ri = 0 , pi · ri = 0 ,
n∑
i=1
rµi = 0 , (1.1.32)
for all i, j with no sum implied unless explicitly shown. These properties are necessary
in order to have an on-shell transformed momentum p̂µi which satisfies momentum
conservation. Different shifts of the momentum have been constructed in order to
cancel the pole at z =∞ for different theories. The above shift has been shown to








Ân−m+2 (zI) , (1.1.33)
where the sum is over all possible factorization channels, see Fig.1.2. These relations
allow us to reconstruct all tree-level amplitudes from only the knowledge of the
seed scattering amplitudes which, as shown above, can be obtained from physical
arguments. Besides their use for computing YM and gravitational amplitudes, some
modifications of the BCFW relations have been used to reconstruct the scattering
amplitudes of scalar field theories such as the Special Galileon. In Chapter 5, we will
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analyze how the amplitudes obtained by this method compare to the amplitudes
arising from a Special Galileon invariant action.
Figure 1.2: Diagrammatic representation of the BCFW relation, Eq.(1.1.33)
1.2 The BCJ Double Copy
The BCJ double copy, originally proposed in [2], relates scattering amplitudes in
gauge and gravity theories by interchanging color and kinematic factors. This
replacement is motivated by color-kinematics duality—the observation that the
kinematic factors satisfy the same algebra as the color factors. In order to perform
these replacements, one must write the scattering amplitudes in a specific form which
separates color and kinematics and at the same time makes the duality explicit.
The color-kinematics duality can be defined as follows. First, one may express an












where C(G), N(G), and D(G) are the color factors, kinematic numerators, and
denominators respectively of the cubic graph G. The color factors are constructed
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from color tensors such as fabc, (T a)ji , . . . , depending on the representations in
which the involved particles transform. The denominators are constructed as the
product of all propagators corresponding to the internal lines in a cubic graph. If
the graph involves non-cubic vertices, one can multiply by a factor of 1 written as
(p2 −m2)/(p2 −m2), the denominator will be added to D(G) and the numerator to
N(G). The kinematic numerators (or kinematic factors) include all the kinematic
dependence that does not appear in the denominators and are gauge dependent. The
integration measure is dd`q = Π`n=1d
dqn, where q is the loop momenta. Lastly, Si are
the symmetry factors removing overcounting. Individual terms in the sum are not
unique, but mix with each other under generalized gauge transformations consisting
of conventional (local) gauge transformations and / or field redefinitions. Color-
kinematics duality is then the statement that there exists a choice of generalized
gauge, called color-dual gauge, in which the kinematic numerators obey the same
algebra as the color factors:
C(G) = −C(Ḡ), N(G) = N(Ḡ), (1.2.2)
C(Gs) + C(Gt) + C(Gu) = 0, N(Gs) +N(Gt) +N(Gu) = 0, (1.2.3)
where Ḡ denotes a graph obtained from G by exchanging an odd number of vertices
and the graphs Gt and Gu are obtained from the graph Gs by picking an internal leg
in Gs, calling it the s-channel, and then switching it to the t- or u-channel, leaving
the rest of the graph unchanged. The relations obeyed by the C’s are automatic,
following solely from the algebraic properties of the structure constants of Lie groups
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(i.e. the Jacobi identity). On the other hand, the fact that we can find kinematic
numerators satisfying the same algebra is highly non-trivial and does not hold for
any gauge invariant operator [111–113]. The BCJ double copy then states that
given some such A`m in color-dual gauge we can obtain an m-point `-loop graviton














where the Ñ ’s are also in color-dual gauge and need not come from the same gauge
theory. Different choices of kinematic factors N and Ñ yield gravitational amplitudes
with the same number of external gravitons, but different intermediate states. The
two contributing gauge theories are called the single copies of the gravity theory,
which is called the double copy of the two gauge theories, where the same nomencla-
ture is applied to the amplitudes themselves.
It can be convenient to expand the color and kinematic factors in the half-ladder








Here, the γG(α)’s and σG(β)’s are the expansion coefficients (real numbers), C(α) is
the color basis whose elements consist of products of structure constants, and N(β)
is the kinematic basis, the elements of which are products of polarization vectors
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Ñ(β) Aϕ3 [α|β] N(α) , (1.2.6)












The last expression in Eq.(1.2.6) is usually referred to as a KLT product and Aϕ3 [α|β]
is the KLT kernel or zeroth copy. The biadjoint scalar ϕa ã, is a real massless scalar
in the biadjoint representation of G× G̃ with a cubic interaction fabcf̃ ãb̃c̃ϕa ãϕb b̃ϕc c̃,
where fabc and f̃ ãb̃c̃ are the structure constants of the groups G and G̃ respectively.
The existence of a color-kinematics dual representation for gluon amplitudes
implies extra relations between the color-ordered amplitudes. These relations are
the following:





s2jAn[1, 3, . . . , i, 2, i+ 1, . . . , n] = 0 , (1.2.9)
where s2j = (p2 · pj)2 is the usual Mandelstam variable. These relations further
reduce the number of independent color-ordered amplitudes to (n− 3)! .
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In all known cases where the double copy procedure works, the scattering
amplitudes satisfy both the KK and BCJ relations. This fact will be important for
understanding which theories are compatible with the color-kinematics duality.
1.3 The Different Versions of a Classical Double
Copy
Both the color-kinematics duality and BCJ double copy described above are purely
perturbative relations. Their seeming validity at multiple loops indicates that they
may be the perturbative manifestations of some non-perturbative symmetry or
duality between gauge and gravity theories; although, it is currently unknown how
they may be made explicit at the Lagrangian level (see e.g. refs. [40,115–117] for an
exploration of the latter).
If this duality indeed holds in more general settings, one can expect that it also
holds for classical solutions. While the construction of the double copy in the case
of amplitudes relies heavily on the cubic structure (or rather the ability to write
the theory in a form in which there is a cubic interaction), in a classical double
copy this technical requirement is not always obvious. Similarly, the fact that the
classical equations of motion and their solutions heavily rely on the gauge choice,
coordinate choice, and field redefinitions translates into the problem of picking the
right variables to obtain the double copy. When the double copy maps classical
observables instead of scattering amplitudes, the idea of performing color-kinematics
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replacements persists, but the existence of an algebra satisfied by the analogue
of the kinematic factors has been scarcely explored. An example of this duality
satisfying kinematic factors in the classical context can be found in [62,67]. In order
to successfully construct a classical double copy, we expect to have a formulation
where the color-kinematics duality is manifest up to terms that can be projected out
by the LSZ reduction formula. This expectation follows since the amplitudes double
copy only guarantees that asymptotic states double copy successfully, other states
that can contribute to the classical solution via Green’ s functions are projected out
by the LSZ reduction formula. This formulation depends on finding the appropriate
gauge, field choice, and coordinates to work with.
The possibility of a classical realization of the double copy has been recently
explored in diverse settings and follows two main directions: exact solutions
[69–81, 85, 118] and perturbative solutions [53–68]. Additionally, there are a few
examples focusing on finding a relation between both exact and perturbative ap-
proaches [82–84]. One example of the exact result cases which is relevant for this
thesis is the Kerr-Schild double copy. In this case, one starts from the gravitational
side with a solution in the form of a Kerr-Schild metric and applies the corresponding
color-kinematics replacements to obtain the single copy, i.e., the gauge theory ana-
logue. Applying these replacements an additional time leads to the biadjoint scalar
analogue, the zeroth copy. We will also look in more detail at a perturbative case in
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which the radiation amplitude can be double copied. For this case, one can start
from the biadjoint scalar, then apply the corresponding replacements and obtain
Yang-Mills theory, perform this an additional time and obtain the gravitational
theory. In the following, we will explain how these two cases work in more detail.
Other surprising examples of the double copy have been discovered in different
contexts—see for example [86,88–92,119–123].
1.3.1 The Kerr-Schild Double Copy
Let us now turn our attention to the Kerr-Schild double copy, first introduced in [69].
In its simplest implementation, one considers a space-time with a metric that admits
a Kerr-Schild (KS) form with a Minkowski base metric, i.e.
gµν = ηµν + κhµν = ηµν + κ kµkνφ , (1.3.1)
where φ is a scalar field, and kµ is a vector that is null and geodetic with respect to
both the Minkowski ηµν and the gµν metrics:
gµνkµkν = η
µνkµkν = 0, k
µ∇µkν = kµ∂µkν = 0 . (1.3.2)
For our purposes, the crucial property of a metric in Kerr-Schild form is that the
Ricci tensor Rµν turns out to be linear in φ provided all indices are raised using the
Minkowski metric [124].
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Starting from the metric (1.3.1) in Kerr-Schild form, one can define a “single
copy” Yang-Mills field in analogy with the BCJ double copy. We exchange one of
the KS vectors in the graviton hµν for a constant color factor c






→ g , (1.3.3)
where we also need to replace the gravitational coupling by the Yang-Mills one and
any gravitational source is replaced by a color source. Then, if gµν is a solution
to Einstein’s equations, the Yang-Mills field (1.3.3) is guaranteed6 to satisfy the
Yang-Mills equations. In fact, because of the factorized nature of the ansatz (1.3.3),
this implies that the field Aµ ≡ kµφ defined without color factors satisfies Maxwell’s
equations,
∂νF
µν = gJµ, (1.3.4)
in which case the color charges can be thought of just as electric charges.7 In what
follows we will restrict our attention to Aµ, which we will also refer to as a single
copy, with a slight abuse of terminology.
We can further replace another KS vector for a color charge c̃b̃ in order to find
the zeroth-copy, that is, the biadjoint scalar
φa b̃ = cac̃b̃φ , g → y , (1.3.5)
where we have exchange the YM coupling constant in favor of the biadjoint one.
6This is true as long as we pick the correct splitting between the null KS vector and the KS
scalar. We will discuss this further below.
7Magnetic charges are instead related to NUT charges [70].
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The biadjoint scalar satisfies8 the linearized equations
∂µ∂
µφa b̃ = cac̃b̃∂µ∂
µφ = y cac̃b̃ j . (1.3.6)
As in the case of the gauge field, in the following we will restrict out attention to the
field φ stripped of its color indices. It is worth emphasizing that the equations of
motion for the single copy Aµ and the zeroth copy φ turn out to be linear precisely
because of the Kerr-Schild ansatz [69].
While the expressions for the “metric perturbation” kµkνφ, the single copy
Aµ = kµφ, and the zeroth copy φ bear a superficial and yet striking similarity with
the BCJ amplitudes in Eqs. (1.2.6)–(1.2.8), there is no known color-kinematics
algebra in this case that explains why this procedure works. More specifically, a
comparison between the two double copy procedures would seem to suggest that
the vector kµ somehow corresponds to the kinematic factors N(α), while the scalar
φ is the analogue of AS(α|β). Finally, the color factors ca can be thought of as the
analogue of the color factors C(α). Although an exact mapping between the two
double copies has not yet been derived, several analyses have made progress towards
showing that they are indeed related [55,71,83,84].
We will now show in more detail how this procedure works for the case of a
stationary, asymptotically flat gravitational solution. We start by looking at the
8Again, this is true as long as we pick the correct splitting between the KS vector and the KS
scalar.
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where the last line corresponds to the trace-reversed Einstein equations (with
T = T µµ). Choosing k
0 = ±1 and defining Aµ = kµφ, Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ, the Rµ0
equations become
∂ν(∂




δµ0T − T µ0
)
. (1.3.9)








then Eq. (1.3.9) reduces to
∂νF
µν = gJµ, (1.3.11)
which we recognize as Maxwell’s equations. To see the significance of the sign
choice consider a Kerr-Schild spacetime sourced by a stationary pressureless fluid
in four dimensions with a small energy density ρ, in which case the stress-energy
tensor is Tµν = ρUµUν with U
µ∂µ = (−g00)−1/2∂0. Then with mixed indices we have
T 00 = −ρ, T i0 = T ij = 0, and hence
J0 = ±ρ, J i = 0. (1.3.12)
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So if we choose k0 = +1 then the double copy maps positive charge densities to
positive masses and if we choose k0 = −1 then the double copy maps negative charge
densities to positive masses 9. We will choose k0 = +1 so that we can identify the
Kerr-Schild scalar field φ as the scalar potential on the gauge side.
One should keep in mind that on the gravity side the choice of k0 is entirely
artificial - given a Kerr-Schild graviton kµkνφ we can always choose k
0 = ±1 by
rescaling kµ 7→ ±kµ/k0 and φ 7→ (k0)2φ. These redefinitions leave our spacetime
unchanged but alter the gauge field with which it is identified. In flat space, choosing
k0 = ±1 is enough to get a reasonable single copy; in d > 4 this means mapping
point sources to point sources. When considering a curved spacetime, this choice
can be more complicated. In the following chapter, we will analyze this situation in
detail.
1.3.2 The Classical Double Copy of Radiation
The classical double copy of radiation consists of using BCJ-like color-kinematics
replacements to transform the radiation amplitude of a colored theory to the radiation
amplitude of a theory with only kinematic degrees of freedom. This was first done
in [56] for the YM2=gravity case. The setting consists of N particles that can carry
color degrees of freedom whose trajectory and color DOF evolve consistently through
9Strictly speaking, the single copy maps a gravity theory to a non-Abelian gauge theory, in
which case the nature of the charge is more complicated. However, color charge is removed upon
taking the double copy, which explains why a positive mass always results.
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interactions with a gluon (graviton and dilaton) field. Similarly, they can radiate
gluons (or gravitons and dilatons). We assume that the particles are weakly coupled
so that we can construct a perturbative solution in powers of the coupling strength.
The actual perturbation parameter is proportional to the coupling strength and
inversely proportional to the impact parameter b. Thus, we consider large impact
parameters. For example, the perturbation parameters for YM and gravity in d
































2 factor corresponds to the phase space volume, E stands
for the (order of magnitude of) the energy of the particles, and cα is the color charge
of the particle α. At the beginning, the point-particles are widely separated and
move with a constant velocity. If they have any color degrees of freedom, these start
at a constant value. In this setting, one can compute the evolution of the kinematic
and color degrees of freedom by solving the equations of motion perturbatively.
Schematically, the equations of motion are
∂µ∂
µΦ = gJ , ∂µJ = 0 , (1.3.14)
where, here and in the following discussion, we suppress all the color and Lorentz
indices. The first equation is simply the equation of motion of the field Φ with
coupling strength g. The current J is given by the self interactions of the field and
the external sources, in this case the point particles. The second equation tells us
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that this current is conserved and gives rise to the evolution of the point-particle
degrees of freedom. In other words, the conservation of the current tells you how
the trajectories and color DOF of the point particles evolve. These equations of
motion can be obtained from an action
S = S[Φ] + Sp.p.[x,C,Φ] , (1.3.15)
where S[Φ] is the uncoupled action of the field Φ, and Sp.p. is the point particle
action which determines the evolution of the trajectories x and the color degrees
of freedom C depending on the couplings with the field Φ. The solutions of the


















J (k) , (1.3.18)
where bµα is the impact parameter of the particle α, p
µ
α its momentum and s pa-
rameterizes its worldline. Caα stands for a color degree of freedom whose initial
value is the constant C̄aα. The variations δx
µ and δCaα as well as the current J
can be computed order by order in the coupling strength (or perturbation param-
eter ε). Here , we are still suppressing any Lorentz or color index of the field Φ
and the current J since the general form of these expression doesn’t depend on them.
Given a solution to the equations of motion at order gn, we can write the radiation
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field at this order in d = 4 as
lim
r→∞









where kµ = (ω,~k) = ω(1, ~x/r). Similarly, the observables measured at spatial
infinity |~x| → ∞ are related to the on-shell current J (k)
∣∣∣
k2=0
. This on-shell current
measures the flux of energy-momentum, color, and angular momentum at spatial
infinity. It is convenient to define the on-shell radiation amplitude as




which is the quantity that we will be obtaining as a double copy and whose squared
is involved in the expressions for the observables at spatial infinity. The energy-













































Once we have an expression for the on-shell current in a colored theory such as
YM, we can proceed to use color-kinematics replacements to find its double copy.
Here, we will shortly review the important features of these replacements in the the
YM2= gravity case. In the calculation of YM radiation, the point particle’s color
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d (x− xα(s)) . (1.3.24)
As in the BCJ double copy case, we want to replace these color DOF for kinematic






, ca → pµ , ifa1a2a3 → Γν1ν2ν3 (q1, q2, q3) , (1.3.25)
where Γν1ν2ν3 (q1, q2, q3) is the YM three-point vertex with q1+q2+q3 = 0. Using these
replacements, one can map the on-shell current in YM to that of a graviton-dilaton
theory. Similarly, it is possible to turn on the two-form field on the gravitational
side if we consider spinning particles [59]. The next to leading order replacements
are more highly involved and can be found in [62]. While at leading order there is
no reference to color-kinematics duality, at next to leading order it was found that
certain replacements indeed satisfy this duality. The example found in [62] is
[cα, [cβ, cγ]]
a → N(pα, pβ, pγ) , (1.3.26)
where
N(pα, pβ, pγ) =
(
(qα · [pβ, pγ] · qβγ)−
1
2
(pβ · pγ) (qαβγ · (qβ − qγ))
)
(pα · e)
+ (pα · qβγ) (qβγ · [pβ, pγ] · e) + (pα · [pβ, pγ] · qβγ) (qβγ · e)
− (pβ · pγ) (pα · [qβ, qγ] · e)−
1
2
(qβγ · qαβγ) (pα · [pβ, pγ] · e) ,
(1.3.27)
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with e the YM polarization vector and qα the momentum of the gluon α. Here, we
have defined qβγ ≡ qβ + qγ and qαβγ ≡ qα + qβ + qγ. Both the color and kinematic
factors satisfy the Jacobi identities:
[cα, [cβ, cγ]]
a + [cβ, [cγ, cα]]
a + [cγ, [cα, cβ]]
a = 0 , (1.3.28)
N(pα, pβ, pγ) +N(pβ, pγ, pα) +N(pγ, pα, pβ) = 0 . (1.3.29)
Nevertheless, not all the replacements at next to leading order have this nice property.
In Chapter 4, we will see how a similar situation arises when considering the double
copy of the non-linear sigma model.
1.4 The Double Copy for Effective Field
Theories
In recent years, there has been a resurgent interest in exploring the infrared behavior
of field theories and its implications (see e.g. [125] and references therein). While
most of the attention has been devoted to gauge theories, interesting results have
also been derived regarding the infrared structure of scalar effective field theories (see
e.g. [126–133].) For instance, Lorentz-invariant scalar field theories have been classi-
fied in [126,127] according to their soft behavior and their numbers of derivatives
per field. Among these, there are three interacting theories—the U(N) non-linear
sigma model (NLSM), the Dirac-Born-Infeld (DBI) theory, and the Special Galileon
(SGal) [44, 102,126,134]—whose effective Lagrangians at lowest order in the deriva-
tive expansion each contain a single free parameter. These theories arise naturally
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in the Cachazo-He-Yuan (CHY) representation [44, 101, 102, 104] and are known
collectively as “exceptional scalar theories.”
Exceptional scalar theories display two noteworthy properties at leading order.
First, their scattering amplitudes have an enhanced soft limit, which follows from
the invariance of the actions under non-linearly realized symmetries. Because of this
feature, higher-point amplitudes can be obtained recursively from lower-point ones
using a modified version of the Britto-Cachazo-Feng-Witten (BCFW) recursion rela-
tion [135–137]. The second interesting property of exceptional scalar theories is that
they are part of a web of theories related to each other by different implementations
of color-kinematics replacements [40, 42,44,52,138,139].
In this section, we will focus on the relationship that arises between exceptional
scalar theories due to the color-kinematics duality and on the behavior of their
scattering amplitudes in the infrared. In order to do so, we need to understand
how these theories are related to gravity and YM. For example, by considering
a “dimensional reduction” of the gauge and gravity theories, one can obtain the
scattering amplitudes of the non-linear sigma model and the Special Galileon, respec-
tively [44, 52]. The relation between these scalar theories and the gauge and gravity
theories can also be explained from another point of view: if we consider massive
Yang-Mills and massive gravitational fields, the corresponding longitudinal modes
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are described by the non-linear sigma model and the (special10 [44, 126, 134, 140])
Galileon respectively [141, 142]. This displays the fact that there is a broader set
of relationships between different field theories. Indeed, it has been shown that
there is a web of relationships between the scattering amplitudes of these field theo-
ries [40,42,44,52,138,139], see Fig.1.3. One such relation corresponds to the multiple
trace operation of [40], which relates a gravity amplitude to an Einstein-Maxwell
one. This operation consists of applying trace operators τij to the original amplitude.
The trace operator is defined as τij = ∂ei·ej , where ei denotes the polarization vector
of the particle i. Each trace operator reduces the spin of particles i and j by 1,
and places them in a color trace. Applying these trace operators to a graviton
amplitude exchanges some of the external gravitons for photons, which leads to an
Einstein-Maxwell amplitude. In Sec. 2.4, we will suggest a classical counterpart of
this relation. A similar relation exists between pure Yang-Mills and Yang-Mills-scalar
amplitudes, where the Yang-Mills and scalar field are coupled with the usual gauge
interactions [40].
In the following, we define the scalar field theories that are related through the
color-kinematics duality. As mentioned previously, the SGal can be written as two
copies of the NLSM, and as in the YM2=gravity case, the zeroth copy is the biadjoint
scalar. In Chapters 4 and 5, we will explore extensions of these relationship. Here,
10One can choose the parameters of massive gravity such that the resulting scalar field theory in
the decoupling limit is the Special Galileon although a coupling of the form h∂2π∂2π∂2π between
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Figure 1.3: Web of relationships between various field theories. The operations
in CHY representation correspond to those in [44] and the transmutations with
differential operators are given in [40]. Some examples of the Kerr-Schild double
copy can be found in [69–85]. For examples of the BCJ double copy, see [41, 97,100]
and references there in. Some classical perturbative double copy examples are found
in [53–68]. The dimensional reduction refers to that in [52]. Besides the relations
shown in this figure, there are other cases of relations between extended theories;
some of these examples are found in [46,51,143].
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we explicitly show the Lagrangians and shift symmetries of these theories. Note
that in this section we switch to the mostly minus signature.
Biadjoint scalar The biadjoint scalar is a scalar field which transforms in the
adjoint representation ofG×G̃ and has a cubic interaction. The scattering amplitudes
of this theory are important in the study of the color-kinematics duality and the








fabc f̃ ãb̃c̃ ϕa ãϕb b̃ϕc c̃ . (1.4.1)
Clearly, this theory has no shift symmetries. Despite the lack of symmetries, the
exploration of exact solutions for the biadjoint scalar is relevant for the construction
of the classical double copy. In fact, some exact solutions of its classical equation of
motion have been studied in [144–146].
NLSM The NLSM is the scalar field theory of the Goldstone bosons arising from
a symmetry breaking pattern G→ H. When talking about the exceptional scalars
in the context of the double copy, we commonly refer to the NLSM as the leading
order Lagrangian corresponding to the U(N)× U(N)→ U(N) symmetry breaking.









, U = e
2πaTa
F , (1.4.2)
in the exponential parametrization, or expanded in terms of the Goldstone bosons as








aπbπc∂µπd + · · · . (1.4.3)
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Under an infinitesimal action of the U(N) group, the Goldstones shift as
δφa = cr(T r)abπ
b + · · · , (1.4.4)
where the dots indicate higher order in π terms and (T r)ab are the matrix components
of the generator of U(N). The NLSM action is invariant under this shift. The
Goldstone bosons for the NLSM are usually referred to as pions and they are
in the adjoint representation, thus (T r)ab = ifrab .The NLSM and its different
parametrizations will be studied in more detail in Section 5.2.
SGal The Special Galileon Lagrangian usually refers to the Wess-Zumino term
arising from the symmetry breaking SGal(3 + 1, 1)→ iso(3, 1)11. This is the leading












The Goldstone bosons in this case are called Special Galileons and they are invariant
under the shift symmetry
δπ = c+ bµx
µ + sµνx
µxν + α2sµν∂µπ∂νπ . (1.4.6)
The higher order terms invariant under the Special Galileon symmetries will be
analyzed in Section 5.3.
11It has recently been shown that the Special Galileon can also be understood as the Goldstone
of a finite subgroup of diffeomorphisms, namely, the affine group restricted to symmetric traceless
parameters [147].
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We proceed to show an example of how to obtain the BCJ double copy for the















with the color factors
cs ≡ fa1a2bf ba3a4 , ct ≡ fa1a3bf ba4a2 , cu ≡ fa1a4bf ba2a3 , (1.4.8)
satisfying cs + ct + cu = 0 and the kinematic factors given by
ns = s(u− t) , nt = t(s− u) , nu = u(t− s) , (1.4.9)
which satisfy the same algebra, that is, ns + nt + nu = 0. Given this, the double

















where we have replace the pion decay constant F with the Special Galileon cutoff
scale Λ3. This is the 4-point amplitude of the Special Galileon (up to numerical
factors). Meanwhile, the replacement of a kinematic factor for a color factor in the





fa1a2bf ba3a4 f̃ ã1ã2b̃f̃ b̃ã3ã4
s
+ t-channel + u-channel
)
, (1.4.11)
where we changed the NLSM coupling to the biadjoint scalar coupling y.
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Now, we will move on to understand the behavior of the scattering amplitudes
of these theories in the infrared. It is well known that soft limits arise from Ward
Identities of shift symmetries [148]. This means that the biadjoint scalar has no
special behavior, but the NLSM and SGal do [130, 149]. Here, we will briefly review
this correspondence, focusing on the loophole that arises in the presence of 3-point
vertices. Consider the Ward identity





∣∣Jµ(x)π (x1) · · · δπ (xr) δ4 (x− xr) · · · π (xn)∣∣ 0〉 = 0 , (1.4.12)
corresponding to the shift symmetry
π → π + a0 + a1µxµ + a2µνxµxν + · · · . (1.4.13)
For simplicity we will only show in detail the case of the Adler zero which is found as
the Ward identity of the constant shift symmetry. After applying the LSZ reduction
formula and Fourier transforming Eq. (1.4.12), we find
q2〈0|π(0)|π (p1) · · · π (pn)〉+〈0|
∫
d4x eiq·x ∂µj
µ(∂π)|π (p1) · · · π (pn)〉 = 0 , (1.4.14)
where we have used Jµ = ∂µπ + jµ(∂π). The first term in the Noether current
corresponds simply to the canonical kinetic term contribution, while jµ(∂π) stands
for all the higher derivative terms contributions. Taking the momentum q to be
on-shell, we find the Adler zero in the limit where q becomes soft
lim
q→0
A (p1, · · · , pn, q) = lim
q→0
qµR
µ = 0 , (1.4.15)
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Figure 1.4: Feynman graph contributing to the remainder which can spoil the
expected soft limit.
where Rµ is commonly referred to as the remainder and is given by
Rµ = 〈0|
∫
d4x eiq·xjµ(∂π)|π (p1) · · · π (pn)〉 . (1.4.16)
The soft limit is satisfied as long as the remainder is not singular as q → 0. Higher
order soft limits—such as the one enjoyed by the Special Galileon—are found by
considering the Ward identity of coordinate-dependent shift symmetries. In what
follows, we will simply show how the presence of a cubic vertex makes the remainder
singular and thus spoils the expected soft limit. For a explicit discussion on how
to obtain the Special Galileon soft limit from a Ward identity, we refer the reader
to [130].
Assume that we have a 3-point vertex of order pn. In this case, the remainder
will have a contribution from the graph in Fig. 1.4, leading to a term on the right
hand-side of Eq. (1.4.15) of the form (p · q)n/2−1. The expected soft limit of a theory
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with shift symmetry δφ ∼ xm−1 is
A (p1, · · · , pn, q) −−→
q→0
∼ qm . (1.4.17)
Thus to spoil the soft limit, the 3-point vertex shouldn’t vanish when one leg is
on-shell and n < 2(m+ 1).
Besides the single soft limits obtained above, one can also look at the case where
the momentum of two legs tends to zero. Double soft limits are interesting because
they can probe the symmetry algebra of a theory. Examples of these double soft
limits have been analyzed in [128,131,150–153].
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Chapter 2
The Classical Double Copy in
Maximally Symmetric Spacetimes
Most of the work on the Kerr-Schild thus far has been devoted to the study of
solutions in asymptotically-flat space-times. However, it has been shown recently
that the BCJ double copy of three-point scattering amplitudes is successful also
in certain curved backgrounds [154]. More precisely, it was shown that graviton
amplitudes on a gravitational sandwich plane wave are the double copy of gluon
amplitudes on a gauge field sandwich plane wave. As a follow up, the 4-point
amplitude and some 1-loop graphs were analyzed [155]. It was shown that in this
case, the duality is constrained by a specific structure. Given these results, it is
natural to wonder to what degree the classical double copy procedure can also be
extended to curved backgrounds.
In this chapter, we will focus on curved, maximally symmetric spacetimes. The
viewpoint taken here is slightly different from the one adopted in [154,155], in that
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there the curved background was also “copied”. At the level of the classical double
copy, this approach would associate to the (A)dS background a single copy sourced
by a constant charge filling all space. Here, on the other hand, we will treat the
curved (A)dS background as fixed and find the single and zeroth copy solutions
living in de Sitter (dS) or Anti-de Sitter (AdS) spacetimes.
Besides our work [73], the Kerr-Schild double copy in curved spacetimes was also
analyzed in [74]. In particular, two different kinds of double copies were considered.
The so-called “Type A” double copy consists of taking Minkowski as a base metric
and mapping both the background and perturbations. Thus, it is close in spirit to
the approach followed in [154,155]. The “Type B” double copy considered in [74]
instead keeps the curved background fixed, which is the same prescription that we
have adopted here. However, the examples analyzed here are different from the ones
in [74]. Moreover, here we have paid particular attention to obtaining the correct
localized sources for the Yang-Mills and scalar copies, and in analyzing the equations
of motion that these copies satisfy in d ≥ 4 for both stationary and time-dependent
cases. Contrary to the solutions analyzed in [74], we find that all examples we
have considered lead to reasonable “Type B” single and zeroth copies (although
time-dependent solutions warrant additional study).
This chapter follows closely [73] and is organized as follows. In Secs. 1.2 and
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1.3.1, we briefly review the BCJ and classical double copies respectively, and their
relation to each other. In Secs. 2.2 and 2.3, we construct single and zeroth copies of
the (A)dS-Schwarzschild and (A)dS-Kerr black hole solutions in d > 4 spacetime
dimensions. We then show how to use the single copy obtained from these solutions
to construct the full Einstein-Maxwell solution for the charged (A)dS-Reissner-
Nordstrom and (A)dS-Kerr-Newman black holes (Sec. 2.4). In Sec. 2.5, we consider
the double copy construction for black strings and black branes in (A)dS, and in
Sec. 2.6 we turn our attention to time-dependent solutions by studying the case of
waves in (A)dS. In Sec. 2.7 we summarize the results obtained in this chapter.
2.1 Extending the Classical Double Copy to
Curved Spacetimes
In the following sections, we extend the classical double copy procedure to curved,
maximally symmetric spacetimes: AdS and dS. One example of the classical double
copy in a maximally symmetric spacetime was already considered in [70], which
studied the Taub-NUT-Kerr-de Sitter solution. Our goal here is to consider the
double copy procedure in (A)dS more systematically, and to obtain a more complete
understanding of what happens in curved backgrounds by finding additional exam-
ples in which the double copy procedure is applicable.
To this end, we will use the generalized Kerr-Schild form of the metric
gµν = ḡµν + κ kµkνφ , (2.1.1)
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where the base metric ḡµν is now (A)dS (unless otherwise specified), while kµ is
again null and geodetic with respect to both the full and base metrics. A detailed
analysis of these kinds of metrics can be found in [156–158]. Even with a more
general choice for the base metric, the Ricci tensor Rµν is still linear in φ [124]:
Rµν = R̄
µ
ν − κφkµkλR̄λν + κ2
[




and the single and zeroth copy of the metric (2.1.1) are still defined by Eqs. (1.3.3)
and (1.3.5) respectively.
At this point, we should discuss one aspect of the classical double copy construc-
tion that so far has not been mentioned in the literature but is nevertheless crucial to
ensure that the classical double copy procedure gives rise to sensible results. For any
given choice of coordinates that allows the metric to be written in the Kerr-Schild
form, the null vector kµ and the scalar φ are not uniquely determined, since Eq.
(2.1.1) is invariant under the rescalings
kµ → fkµ, φ→ φ/f 2 , (2.1.3)
for any arbitrary function f . If we demand that the null vector kµ is geodetic,
this imposes restrictions on f , but does not fix it completely. Of course, this am-
biguity is immaterial when it comes to the gravitational theory, since the Ricci
tensor in Eq. (2.1.2) is also invariant under this redefinition. However, the single
and zeroth copies defined in Eqs. (1.3.3) and (1.3.5) are not, and neither are the
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equations that they satisfy. It is worth stressing that this ambiguity is not a pe-
culiarity of curved space-time, but a general feature of any metric in Kerr-Schild form.
To further illustrate this point, it is convenient to recast Eq. (2.1.2) in the
following form:
2(R̄µν −Rµν) = κ
([










where here and in what follows, F λµ is the usual field strength for an Abelian gauge
field12, and its components have been raised using the base metric. Moreover, we















When the full metric solves the Einstein equations with a cosmological constant, the
LHS is equal to −κ2 (T µν − δµνT/(d− 2)), with T µν the stress-energy tensor. If we
contract Eq. (2.1.4) with a Killing vector V ν of both the base and full metric, we
obtain the equation of motion for the single copy Aν in d dimensions:










where we have defined
Jµ ≡ − 2V ν
V ρkρ
(
T µν − δµν Td−2
)
. (2.1.8)
12Our anti-symmetrization conventions are such that B[µν] ≡ Bµν −Bνµ.
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To obtain the zeroth copy equation, we can further contract Eq. (2.1.4) with another







(V µXνµ + V
µY νµ + Z
ν) (2.1.9)
where











In what follows, we will use the timelike Killing vector for stationary solutions,
and the null Killing vector for wave solutions. The Killing vector allows us to find
the correct sources for the single and zeroth copies. Clearly, Eq. (2.1.7) is not
invariant under the rescaling of Eq. (2.1.3). This freedom allows us to choose the
null vector and scalar such that the copies satisfy ‘reasonable’ equations of motion.
By this, we mean that when there is a localized source on the gravitational side, we
obtain a localized source in the gauge and scalar theories; when there is no source
for Einstein’s equations, there is no source in the Abelian Yang-Mills and scalar
equations either. At this stage, we are unable to formulate a more precise criterion
that selects the correct splitting between φ and kµ based on fundamental principles.
However, we believe this is an important question to address in future work and we
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will touch upon it again in Chapter 6.
Before constructing explicit examples, it is worth discussing a few details of the
two cases of interest: stationary spaces and waves. First, note that the terms in Xµν
in the inner parentheses correspond to the expansion of kµ and the derivative of φ
along the direction of kµ. For stationary solutions, where ∇̄λkλ 6= 0 and kλ∇̄λφ 6= 0 ,
Xµν is non-zero. In these cases, we may choose kµV
µ (which corresponds to choosing
the scaling function f between kµ and φ) such that the single copy satisfies Maxwell’s
equations. On the other hand, for wave solutions the expansion term is zero and
the null vector is orthogonal to the gradient of φ, so that Xµν = 0. In order to
obtain a reasonable equation of motion for the wave solutions, we require that the
terms in Y µν that contain derivatives of the gauge field cancel out. These terms
can be rewritten as Y µν ⊃ (F ρµ +∇ρAµ)∇ρkν ; setting them to zero is equivalent
to choosing kµ such that ∇̄ρkν = 0, with ρ 6= u, for a wave traveling in the direction
of the light-cone coordinate u. One can see that this choice will in fact set Y µν = 0.
This choice doesn’t completely fix kµ; in fact, we can still do a rescaling as in
Eq.(2.1.3) with f = f(u). The fact that we can re-scale our solution in such a
way is a property of wave solutions; multiplying by f(u) only changes the wave
profile. Remarkably, we seem unable to choose V µkµ in such a way as to also cancel
the second term in Eq. (2.1.7). Therefore, in this case the single copy satisfies an
equation in which the gauge symmetry is broken by a non-minimal coupling to the
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in both cases. This means that the zeroth copy has a mass proportional to the Ricci
scalar. For the special case of solutions in 4d, the stationary solutions follow the
conformally invariant equation and the wave solutions the equation for a massless
scalar.
2.2 (A)dS-Schwarzschild
The simplest example of the classical double copy procedure in maximally symmetric
curved spacetimes is the (A)dS-Schwarzschild black hole in d = 4 space-time
dimensions. In order to find the corresponding single and zeroth copies, we write















dr2 + r2dΩ2 (2.2.1)
with Λ the cosmological constant, and choose the null vector kµ and scalar function









In this case, the full metric gµν defined by (2.1.1) is a solution to the Einstein
equations










diag(0, 0, 1, 1)δ(3)(~r) , (2.2.4)
where the δ(3)(~r) should be expressed in spherical coordinates. Thus, the only two
nonzero components of the stress-energy tensor in Kerr-Schild coordinates are the
angular ones along the diagonal.
At first sight, this result might seem at odds with one’s “Newtonian intuition”. In
fact, in the usual Newtonian limit the dominant component of Einstein’s equation is
the (t, t) one, which reduces to a Poisson’s equation for δgtt sourced by Ttt. However,
this result is based on the assumption that the off-diagonal components of the metric
are negligible. In Kerr-Schild coordinates, the δgtr components are of the same
order in GM/r as the perturbations to the diagonal components of the metric—they
are all of order φ. In this case, the Poisson’s equation for the Newtonian potential
arises from the angular components of Einstein’s tensor, rather than from the (t, t)
component—a result in agreement with what was found in Sec. III of [72].
We can now follow the procedure discussed in Sec. 1.3.1 to construct the single
and zeroth copies. It is in fact easy to show using the replacement rule (1.3.3) that
the single copy with kµ and φ given by Eq. (2.2.2) satisfies Maxwell’s equations on
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an (A)dS background,
∇̄µF µν = g Jν , (2.2.5)
with a localized, static source given by
Jµ = Qδ(3)(~r) δµ0 . (2.2.6)
This source can be derived from Eq. (2.1.8) using the timelike Killing vector of the
Schwarzschild metric. As expected, this source describes a static point-particle with
charge Q in (A)dS, in perfect analogy with the flat case.





φ = y j , (2.2.7)
with a localized source j = M δ(3)(~r). Thus, moving away from a flat background it
becomes apparent that the zeroth copy satisfies the equation for a conformally cou-
pled scalar field rather than simply ∇̄2φ = y j. This was first noticed in [70], where it
was also argued that this might be tied to the conformal symmetry of the Yang-Mills
equations in d = 4. In fact, in d 6= 4 the non-minimal coupling between φ and
the Ricci scalar does not have a conformal value [70], as we will see in the next section.
Let us now restrict our attention to the dS solution and consider the case of
small dS black holes, i.e. black holes such that 0 < M < Mmax ≡ 1/(3GΛ1/2).
This spacetime has both a cosmological horizon and a black hole horizon. As the
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mass increases, the black hole horizon grows and the cosmological horizon shrinks.
At the particular value M = Mmax, both horizons have the same area but the
distance between them remains finite. In this limit, the singularity disappears and
the patch between the two horizons corresponds to dS2 × S2. This spacetime is
known as Nariai solution [159, 160]. At the level of the single and zeroth copies,
however, there is no privileged value that the charge can take—all solutions to Eqs.
(2.2.5) and (2.2.7) look qualitatively the same regardless of the value of M . This
can be easily understood from the fact that, if there existed a special value for
the charge Q∗, then in the spirit of the double copy procedure it should be such
that Q∗ ∝ Mmax/Mpl ∝ 1/
√
GΛ. However, by considering a fixed background for
the single and zeroth copy, we are effectively working in the limit GΛ → 0 while
keeping M2/Λ constant, in which case Q∗ → ∞. Another point of view is that
on the gravitational side, M = Mmax is a special value due to the existence of
horizons. This is strictly a gravitational property which does not have an analogue
in Yang-Mills or scalar theories.
Finally, it is instructive to discuss how the wrong choice of the Kerr-Schild
vector kµ can give rise to an unreasonable double copy. Instead of the definitions in














where f(θ) is an arbitrary function. This choice preserves several properties of
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the Kerr-Schild vector, namely kµ is null, geodetic, shear-free, and twist-free
13. As
before, we can define the single copy as Aµ = kµφ and find that it satisfies Eq.(2.2.5)
with a source current given by
Jµ = Qδ(3)(~r) δµ0 + j̃
µ , (2.2.9)
where







, g(θ) = 2f ′(θ)2−f(θ) (f ′′(θ) + cot(θ)f ′(θ)) .
(2.2.10)
This extra term in the current is clearly non-localized and changes the total charge.
Given our criteria for a reasonable single copy, this term is unacceptable. We
conclude that the choice Eq.(2.2.8) with an arbitrary function f(θ) is incorrect. We
can see that, taking f(θ) = 1 sets j̃ = 0 recovering the correct result for the single
copy.
2.3 Kerr-(A)dS
We now consider a more involved example, namely that of a rotating black hole
in (A)dS. As in the previous section, we will derive the single and zeroth copies
of the Kerr-(A)dS solution in d = 4 by casting the full metric in a Kerr-Schild
form. To this end, it is convenient to express the base (A)dS metric in spheroidal
13In fact, kµ is null, geodetic, shear-free, and twist-free for an arbitrary function f(θ, φ), but we















sin2 θ dϕ2 , (2.3.1)
where we have defined
f ≡ 1− Λ r
2
3
, ρ2 ≡ r2 + a2 cos2 θ, ∆ ≡ 1 + Λ
3



















It is easy to see that, when a → 0, these expressions reduce to the ones used in
the previous section for the (A)dS-Schwarzschild solution. Notice also that the
Kerr-(A)dS black hole solution becomes singular if |a| ≥
√
3/(−)Λ.
The source of the metric corresponds to a negative proper surface density given
by a disk of radius a localized at r = 0. This can be seen by considering the induced
metric at r = 0 which corresponds to the history of the disk,
ds2 = −∆dt̃2 + ∆−1dR2 +R2dϕ̃2, (2.3.4)
where the new coordinates are given by
t̃ = t/Ω, R = a sin θ, ϕ̃ = ϕ/Ω. (2.3.5)
This disk is rotating about the z axis with superluminal velocity and is balanced by
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a radial pressure. The corresponding stress-energy tensor can be written as
T µν = −j cos2 θ (ξµξν + uµuν) , j(M) =
M
4π a2





(0, 0, 1, 0), uµ =
∆1/2 tan θ
Ω
(1, 0, 0,−a) (2.3.7)
This is the (A)dS generalization of the source for the flat Kerr solution given in [162].
The single copy solution is given as usual by Eq.(1.3.3), and it again satisfies the
Maxwell equation (2.2.5), with the source now given by
Jµ = j(Q) ζµ, ζµ = (2, 0, 0, 2/a) . (2.3.8)
As expected, the single copy corresponds to the field generated by a charged disk
rotating around the z direction in (A)dS spacetime. This field generates both an
electric and a magnetic field, with the latter proportional to the angular momen-
tum of the charged particle. Thus, the angular momentum on the gravity side is
translated into a magnetic field at the level of the single copy. In a similar way, the
scalar field satisfies Eq. (2.2.7) with source 2j, where j is given as in Eq. (2.3.6).
The previous analysis can easily be extended to higher dimensions. In fact, the
Myers-Perry black hole with a non-vanishing cosmological constant also admits a
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Kerr-Schild form [161]. In d = 2n+ 1, the null vector and scalar field read
kµdx






































and the coordinates µi are subject to the constraint
[d/2]∑
i=1
µi = 1 . (2.3.12)
Meanwhile, for d = 2n we instead have
kµdx
























When all the rotation parameters ai vanish, the metrics above reduce to the higher-
dimensional version of the (A)dS-Schwarzschild one, and the corresponding source
becomes a static charge in (A)dSd.
Constructing the single and zeroth copy is very similar to the d = 4 case. In
particular, the corresponding gauge field is sourced by a charge rotating with angular
momentum proportional to ai in the corresponding directions. Most interestingly,
the zeroth copy satisfies the equation(




φ = y j , (2.3.15)
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where the non-minimal coupling to the curvature has a conformal value only in
d = 4. We have explicitly checked the coefficient of the Ricci scalar for 4 ≤ d ≤ 11.
The result (2.3.15) remains valid in the limit a→ 0, and as such it generalizes Eq.
(2.2.7) for a (A)dS-Schwarzschild black hole to arbitrary dimensions.14
2.4 Charged Black Hole Solutions
It is interesting to observe that the single copy we built for the (A)dS-Schwarzschild
and (A)dS-Kerr black holes is automatically a solution to the Einstein-Maxwell’s
equation when the metric is promoted to its charged version [164], i.e. A(dS)-
Reissner-Nordstrom and A(dS)-Kerr-Newman respectively. Moreover, there is a
simple procedure that yields these charged metrics starting from their neutral coun-
terparts in Kerr-Schild coordinates.
To illustrate this, consider a neutral black hole metric in Kerr-Schild form




where for later convenience we have explicitly shown the dependence of φ on the
gravitational coupling and the black hole mass. As shown in previous examples, one
can define the corresponding single copy as Aµ = kµφ(gQ), where we have made the
substitution M → Q and have applied the replacement rule for the couplings (1.3.3).
Of course, in the case of an Abelian gauge theory the coupling g is redundant, and
14The equation for the zeroth copy of dS-Schwarzschild black holes in arbitrary dimensions
already appeared in a presentation given by Andres Luna at the conference “QCD meets Gravity”,
UCLA, Dec 2016 [163].
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in what follows we will set g = 1 by an appropriate rescaling of the charge Q.
Before constructing the charged black hole solutions, we analyze Kerr-Schild
solutions in Einstein-Maxwell theory; for a review of these types of solutions see
[124,165]. The fact that the metric is in Kerr-Schild form imposes restrictions on the
stress-energy tensor that can be translated into restrictions on the field strength F µν
when the matter is a U(1) field. When the null KS vector is geodetic and shear-free,
it should also be an eigenvector of the Maxwell field strength
kµF
µν = λkν . (2.4.2)
This requirement is a necessary but not sufficient condition for the gauge field to be
a solution of the field equations. As a consistency check, we confirm that the single
copy ansatz AEMµ = kµφ satisfies the above requirement with an eigenvalue
λ = kµ∇µφ . (2.4.3)
We now show how to construct charged black holes using the single copy. Using
the Kerr-Schild “building blocks” above, we can immediately write down an elec-
trically charged solution to the Einstein-Maxwell equations, where the metric and
gauge field are given by
gEMµν = ḡµν + κkµkν φ









This construction works both in curved and flat space, but it is not applicable in
d < 4 because in that case there are no graviton degrees of freedom.
This “recipe” allows us to turn a solution to Einstein’s equations into one that
satisfies the Einstein-Maxwell equations. This is somewhat reminiscent of the
transmutation operations for scattering amplitudes described in [40]. In particular,
the procedure we have described appears to be a classical analog of the multiple
trace operation that turns gravity amplitude into Einstein-Maxwell ones. However,
significantly more evidence is required to establish if there is a connection between
these two procedures.
2.5 Black Strings and Black Branes
Black strings and black branes are black hole solutions with extended event horizons.
In this section, we construct their corresponding single and zeroth copies in (A)dS
in d > 4 spacetime dimensions.
2.5.1 Black Strings









where the (d − 1)-dimensional metric γ̄ab can be that of (A)dSd−1 or Minkd−1,
depending on whether one chooses a (A)dS or a Minkowski slicing of AdSd. The
corresponding form of the scale factor is [166]
a−1(z) =

`d−1/`d sinh (z/`d−1) (dS slicing)
z/`d (Minkowski slicing)
`d−1/`d sin (z/`d−1) (AdS slicing)
, (2.5.2)
where `d and `d−1 are the AdS length scales in d and d− 1 dimensions, respectively.
A black string solution is then obtained by replacing the (d− 1)-dimensional metric
γ̄ab with a (d− 1)-dimensional Schwarzschild black hole with the same cosmological
constant [167,168].
A similar construction is possible for a de Sitter black string starting from a dSd
space foliated by dSd−1, in which case the base metric reads
ḡµνdx




The metric for a black string in dS is then obtained by replacing ds2dS,d−1 with the
line element for a dS-Schwarzschild black hole in (d− 1)-dimensions.
In both the AdS and dS cases, if the black hole metric is in the Kerr-Schild form,
the full metric automatically inherits a similar form. More precisely, writing the
black hole metric as
γµν = γ̄ab + ψkakb , (2.5.4)
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the null vector kµ and scalar φ for the (A)dS black string can be chosen to be
kµ = a










diag(0, 0, 1, 1,~0) δ(d−2)(~r) , (2.5.6)
where m is the mass per unit length of the string.
It is now easy to show that the single copy Aµ = φ kµ and the zeroth copy φ
satisfy the equations (2.2.5) and (2.2.7) respectively with sources:




As expected, the YM source is a charged line aligned with the z direction with charge
per unit length q = m, living in either AdS or dS. Notice that the judicious insertion
of scale factors in Eq. (2.5.5) is crucial to obtaining sensible classical copies.
2.5.2 Black Branes
We now turn to the case of black branes, or planar black holes, in AdSp+2 . The























where a, b = 1, . . . , p, and the horizon is located at r = rh. This is a solution to




diag(0, 0, 1, 1, ..., 1) δ(r) . (2.5.9)
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The metric in Eq. (2.5.8) can be put in a Kerr-Schild form by introducing a new
time coordinate. The base metric is then just AdS in Poincaré coordinates, and the
Kerr-Schild null vector and scalar can be chosen as follows:
kµdx
µ = dτ − `
2
r2









The single copy given by Aµ = kµφ satisfies the Abelian Yang-Mills equations of
motion with a source




which gives rise to an electric field in the r direction. Meanwhile, the scalar field
satisfies Eq. (2.3.15) with source j.
2.6 Wave Solutions
We now turn our attention to time-dependent solutions, and in particular to wave
solutions. For negative values of the cosmological constant, there are three different
types of wave solutions in vacuum that can be written in the Kerr-Schild form:
Kundt waves, generalized pp-waves, and Siklos waves [165,169]. All of these solutions
are Kundt spacetimes of Petrov-type N. By contrast, in the case of a positive
cosmological constant, there is only one kind of wave in vacuum — Kundt waves
— which in this case are the same as pp-waves [165]. Finally, we consider shock
waves, which unlike the previous solutions are generated by a non-trivial localized
source. Since these spacetimes are not stationary, there is no timelike Killing vector.
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However, all these cases feature a null Killing vector, which we can use to construct
the classical single and zeroth copies. As in previous cases, the ambiguity in choosing
the form of the null KS vector and the KS scalar will play a crucial role in ensuring
the existence of reasonable single and zeroth copies. Unlike the stationary cases,
here we have the freedom of performing a rescaling as in Eq.(2.1.3) with f = f(u);
such rescaling is a property of wave solutions and it only changes the wave profile.
We will find that the single and zeroth copy satisfy the same equations in all of these
cases (albeit with a source term in the case of shock waves). However, the equation
for the single copy is no longer gauge invariant when the base metric is curved. For
simplicity, in this section we will restrict ourselves to d = 4 spacetime dimensions.
2.6.1 Kundt Waves
We begin by analyzing the case of Kundt waves, which exist in both de Sitter and
anti-de Sitter spacetimes. The Kundt waves in (A)dS can be written in Kerr-Schild










+ dx2 + dy2
]
, P = 1 +
Λ
12
(x2 + y2) ,
(2.6.1)










H(u, x, y) . (2.6.2)
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The full metric gµν = ḡµν + φ kµkν is a vacuum solution to the Einstein equations








H(u, x, y) = 0 . (2.6.3)
The singularity of the metric Eq. (2.6.1) at x = 0 corresponds to an expanding
torus in de Sitter, and to an expanding hyperboloid in anti-de Sitter. In dS, the
wavefronts are tangent to the expanding torus and correspond to hemispheres with
constant area 4π`2, with ` =
√
3/Λ the dS radius—see Fig. 2.1. For AdS, the wave
surfaces are semi-infinite hyperboloids. In both cases, the wavefronts are restricted
to x ≥ 0 to avoid caustics (except for the singularity x = 0) [169] and different wave
surfaces are rotated relative to each other. It should also be noted that the wave
surfaces in the dS and AdS cases only exist outside the expanding singular torus or
hyperboloid respectively.
Contrary to what we have seen in the time-independent cases, in this case the




Aν = 0 , (2.6.4)
∇̄2φ = 0 . (2.6.5)
This can be seen by using the (µ, u) component of Einstein’s equations, and the
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Figure 2.1: Kundt waves in de Sitter space. We can consider dS as a four-dimensional
hyperboloid embedded in a flat 5d space with coordinates Za. This figure shows
portions of de Sitter covered by the coordinates in Eq. (2.6.1) at different values
of the time Z0 with Z4 = 0. The portions of 2-spheres correspond to different
snapshots in time and the semi-circles on them are the wavefronts of constant u.
The gravitational, gauge, and scalar waves all have wavefronts of this shape. For
more details, see [165,169].
equation for H(u, x, y) in (2.6.3). The copies correspond to waves in the gauge and
scalar theory whose wavefronts are the same as the gravitational wave wavefronts.
An important observation is that the single copy has broken gauge invariance due to
the mass term proportional to the Ricci scalar. This fact will be discussed at length
in our final section. In the following, we will see that other wave solutions give rise
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to single and zeroth copies that satisfy exactly the same equations.
2.6.2 Generalized pp-Waves
Next, we consider the generalization of pp-waves to maximally symmetric curved
spacetimes. The case of de Sitter pp-waves is identical to the Kundt waves analyzed
above [165]; thus, here we will only consider the AdS case. The wavefronts of these
AdS waves are hyperboloids that foliate the entire space. The generalized AdS
















P = 1 +
Λ
12
(x2 + y2), Q = 1− Λ
12
(x2 + y2) . (2.6.7)










−1(P−1)H(u, x, y) . (2.6.8)
The full Kerr-Schild metric is then a solution to the vacuum Einstein equations
provided H(u, x, y) again satisfies (2.6.3). In the limit Λ→ 0, this metric reduces to
that for pp-waves in flat space [165]. We can find the classical copies corresponding
to these generalized pp-waves in the same way as in the previous case, and they
again turn out to satisfy Eqs. (2.6.4) and (2.6.5).
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2.6.3 Siklos AdS Waves






−2 dudv + dx2 + dy2
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, (2.6.9)









H(u, x, y) . (2.6.10)
The full metric satisfies the Einstein equations in vacuum provided the function








H(u, x, y) = 0 . (2.6.11)
In this case, the wavefronts are planes perpendicular to the v direction. This
metric is the only non-trivial vacuum spacetime that is conformal to flat space pp-
waves. In a similar way, one can also construct waves with spherical wavefronts [170].
Once again, the single and zeroth copy turn out to satisfy Eqs. (2.6.4) and (2.6.5).
2.6.4 Shock Waves
Finally, we consider planar shock waves in AdS [171, 172]. (Note that the case of
spherical shock waves follows analogously.) Planar shock waves have the same base
metric as Siklos AdS waves—see Eq. (2.6.9)—but unlike the latter they are not
























Figure 2.2: Planar shock wave in AdS. The source travels on a null geodesic at fixed
u = 0, x = x0, and y = 0. The gravitational, gauge, and scalar shock waves all have
this structure.
where we will assume that the source travels on a null geodesic at fixed u = 0,




δ(x− x0)δ(y)δ(u) δ0µδ0ν , (2.6.13)
with E the total energy carried by the shock wave. Notice that we need to place the
source away from x = 0, since the base metric and the Kerr-Schild vector and scalar
become singular at that point. With our ansatz, the Einstein equations reduce to
x
[




− 2H(x, y) = −16πGEx20δ(x− x0)δ(y) .
(2.6.14)
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The solution to this equation is a hypergeometric function, the exact form of which





Aν = gJν , ∇2φ = y j , (2.6.15)









δ(u)δ(x− x0)δ(y) . (2.6.16)
It is easy to check that the first source follows indeed from Eq. (2.1.8) using the
null Killing vector V µ = δµv . As in the gravitational case, the sources for the shock
waves in the gauge and scalar theory are localized at u = 0, x = x0, and y = 0.
2.7 Discussion
We have constructed several examples of a classical double copy in curved, maximally
symmetric backgrounds. Some black hole copies are straightforward extensions of the
double copy in flat space, while other solutions have more involved interpretations.
The (A)dS-Schwarzschild and (A)dS-Kerr single copy corresponds to a field sourced
by a static and rotating electric charge in (A)dS respectively. Black strings and black
branes copy to charged lines and charged planes in (A)dS. In all these static cases,
the zeroth copy satisfies an equation of motion with a mass term proportional to the
Ricci scalar. In d = 4, it this term is a remnant of the conformal invariance of the
Yang-Mills equations. In higher dimensions, it remains unknown if this coefficient is
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related to a symmetry of these theories. When we turn to time-dependent solutions,
the situation changes. For the wave solutions, the single copy satisfies an equation
of motion corresponding to Maxwell’s equation in addition to a term proportional
to the Ricci scalar. On the other hand, the zeroth copy equation of motion has a
different mass term proportional to the curvature which vanishes for d = 4. Despite
this change in the equations of motion, we are able to construct the corresponding
single and zeroth copies in both time-dependent and time-independent cases.
We have briefly mentioned how some properties (or special limits) of gravitational
solutions have no associated mapping to Yang-Mills or scalar fields. This is expected,
given that some structures are inherently gravitational, for example horizons. In this
sense, when performing the classical copies, one loses information. This is similar
to the observation that information of the gauge theory is lost during the BCJ
double copy procedure [173,174]. Given this, there is no reason to expect that the
gravitational instabilities of black hole, black string, or black brane solutions get
copied to instabilities in the gauge and scalar theory. Nevertheless, a more detailed
study of this should be performed.
In all the examples considered in this chapter, we completely neglected the
presence of the dilaton and two-form field in the double copy. It is still an open
question to understand exactly how these DOF should be incorporated in the Kerr-
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Schild double copy. In the next section we will make progress in this direction by
considering solutions in three spacetime dimensions.
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Chapter 3
The Classical Double Copy in
Three Spacetime Dimensions
Despite the above developments, a full understanding of the double copy, including
a possible underlying explanation, is still lacking. It is then interesting to consider
highly unusual situations, in which the double copy might break. If it survives
such non-trivial tests, our confidence in the ultimate validity of the double copy
is increased, and the frontiers of its potential application extended. A suitable
playground in this regard is to consider three spacetime dimensions. As we review
in what follows, general relativity in d = 3 is straightforward to formulate, but has
the unfortunate consequence that there are no propagating degrees of freedom for
the graviton, and no well-behaved Newtonian limit. Similarly, a two-form field in
d = 3 has no DOF. This is not the situation for gauge theory in three spacetime
dimensions, which from the point of view of the Kerr-Schild single copy means the
linearized Yang-Mills, or Maxwell, equations. In the latter case, one can easily
speak of a propagating photon, and thus one might worry that degrees of freedom
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don’t match up in the double copy. While in d >= 4 one can assume that the
extra DOF on the gravity side aren’t turned on because of the simplicity of the
linearized ansatz, in d = 3 we can only hope to turn on a dilaton on the gravi-
tational side. Thus, the mismatch on the DOF argument is a puzzle in the d = 3 case.
In this chapter, we will look at two examples of the Kerr-Schild double copy
living in a three-dimensional spacetime following the results published in [73, 79].
A thorough examination of them will help us understand better what happens in
this special setting. The first example is the well-known BTZ black hole [175],
first studied in the context of the Kerr-Schild single copy in ref. [73]. This is an
example without a non-zero dilaton profile on the gravity side. Our second example
consists of the double copy of a point charge in (Abelian) gauge theory, studied
in [79]. Although the point charge is a vacuum solution in the gauge theory (apart
from at the origin, where the charge resides), we will see that its double copy is
not a vacuum solution of the Einstein’s equations. Instead, there is a non-zero
stress-energy tensor throughout spacetime, which will be successfully interpreted as
arising from a dilaton. Thus, the double copy relation indeed survives and provides a
highly non-trivial example of the Kerr-Schild double copy: in no previous examples
has the dilaton been non-zero. We will see a nice physical interpretation of its
presence here, namely that it leads to geodesics that can follow stable orbits and
have a well-defined Newtonian-like limit mimicking the behavior in the gauge theory.
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The structure of this chapter is as follows. In section 3.1, we review the issues
concerning gravity in 2+1 dimensions, before examining the Kerr-Schild copy of
the previously studied BTZ black hole in section 3.2. In section 3.3 we construct
the double copy of the point charge in 2+1 dimensions, and examine its physical
properties. We discuss and analyze the results in section 3.4.
3.1 2+1 Dimensional Gravity
To see why three-dimensional spacetimes lead to a qualitatively different theory than
in the d >= 4 case, consider the following argument courtesy of [176]. In d spacetime










It follows that for d ≥ 4 we have NR > NE (i.e. d = 4 gives NR = 20 and NE = 10).
Every component of Gµν(x) is specified at every spacetime point x by the local matter
distribution Tµν(x) via the Einstein field equations (1.1.15), but with NR > NE









which relates Rλµσν(x) to Gµν(x) is a set of NE equations in NR unknowns and
is hence underdetermined. It is precisely this freedom which allows for all the
familiar gravitational phenomena we know and love: waves can propagate through
the vacuum, two objects separated by empty space can gravitate toward each other,
etc.
Let us now consider d = 3 spacetime dimensions, where from the above results






gλσTµν + gµνTλσ − gλνTµσ − gµσTλν + T (gλνgµσ − gλσgµν)
}
. (3.1.2)
In other words, the curvature Rλµσν at each point is determined entirely by Tµν at
that same point. In particular, the condition Tµν(x) = 0 at a given spacetime point
implies
Rλµσν(x) = 0 , (3.1.3)
such that no matter how much energy is contained in a given region of space, that
energy will have no impact on the curvature of spacetime anywhere else. More
generally, given a region S, the geodesics through any other region are completely
insensitive to the energy and momentum distribution in S.
An alternate way to view this is that the graviton is overconstrained. As is
well-known, the physical degrees of freedom of the graviton hµν can be obtained
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from the transverse and traceless part of the spatial components hij of the metric.
In d spacetime dimensions these both amount to d− 1 separate constraints, which
if d ≥ 4 cannot completely determine the 1
2
d(d− 1) independent components of a
symmetric (d− 1)-dimensional rank-two tensor. If d = 3 on the other hand, we have
2(d− 1) = 4 separate constraints on the 1
2
d(d− 1) = 3 independent components of
hij, and are led to the conclusion that the graviton does not propagate in d = 3.
3.1.1 Three-Dimensional Gravity has no Newtonian Limit
We will here take the Newtonian limit of pure gravity in arbitrary dimensions and
show that in d = 3 the Newtonian potential decouples from any matter sources
present. We take the Newtonian limit as follows. We consider weak fields, i.e. fields
for which there exists a coordinate system in which the metric is quasi-stationary,
∂0gµν ≈ 0, and only weakly deviates from flat space, gµν = ηµν + hµν with |hµν |  1.
(In this section, we reabsorb the factor of κ into hµν .) We consider non-relativistic
trajectories, i.e. geodesics xµ(τ) for which |ẋi(τ)|  1 in this coordinate system, as
well as a stationary weak source, i.e. a stress-energy tensor with T 00 = −ρ small
and every other component vanishing. Given this, we neglect all terms beyond linear
order in ρ and hµν .














(1 + g00) (3.1.5)
as the Newtonian potential, and that the 00-component of the trace-reversed Einstein










It is noteworthy to mention that the explicit expressions for both the Newton
and Poisson equations in the Newtonian limit are gauge dependent. For example,
had we worked on De Donder gauge, we would have obtained that the dimension-
dependent factor appears in Newton’s equation instead of in Poisson’s equation [177].
Specializing to a point mass M at the origin we then find the Newtonian






























In d = 4 this yields (via Γ(5/2) = 3
√




d = 3 we obtain G3 = 0. Hence, in three spacetime dimensions the Newtonian gravi-
tational field g in the presence of a point mass (or any other matter distribution, as
seen from Eq.(3.1.6)) vanishes identically at any distance. The Newtonian potential
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Φ is no longer coupled via Poisson’s equation (3.1.6) to the energy distribution ρ,
and non-relativistic trajectories (3.1.4) are straight lines.
In this section, we have reviewed salient properties of three dimensional gravity,
in particular the absence of propagating graviton degrees of freedom. This creates a
potential problem for the classical double copy for exact solutions, given that the
latter maps gauge boson degrees of freedom to the graviton in all known cases. To
investigate this further, we will analyze two examples of the Kerr-Schild double copy
in d = 3.
3.2 The BTZ Black Hole
Since gravity does not propagate in three dimensions it was long thought that there
were no black hole solutions of Einstein’s equations. In 1992 Bañados, Teitelboim,
and Zanelli showed [175] that in fact, black hole solutions exist. The solution they
found is referred to as the BTZ black hole, in asymptotically AdS spacetimes. Geo-
metrically, this black hole solution can be constructed as a quotient of the covering
of AdS3 by a discrete group of isometries [178].
3.2.1 Features
Importantly for our purposes, the BTZ spacetime admits a Kerr-Schild descrip-
tion [179]. More specifically, one may adopt a spheroidal coordinate system, such
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that the BTZ solution has the form of Eq. (1.3.1), with the following results for the
Minkowski line element, Kerr-Schild vector and scalar function respectively:
ηµνdx
µdxν = −dt2 + r
2
r2 + a2
dr2 + (r2 + a2)dθ2, (3.2.1a)
kµdx
µ = −dt+ r
2
r2 + a2













Here Λ = −1/`2 is the cosmological constant, M a mass-like parameter (the charge
associated with the time translation symmetry of the spacetime), and a an angular
momentum-like parameter (the charge associated with the rotational symmetry of
the spacetime). This is reminiscent of the Kerr solution in d = 4. However, unlike
in the latter case, the spacetime is not sourced by a rotating disc of finite radius:
it cannot be, due to the fact that gravity does not propagate in three spacetime
dimensions. In fact, the above metric describes different spacetimes depending on
the values of M and a. For M > 0 and |a| < ` we have a black hole solution that
shares many features with more familiar four-dimensional black holes, the most











In this case, we refer to M as the mass of the black hole and a its angular momentum












dr2 + r2dθ2, (3.2.3)
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which is not the AdS3 vacuum we would expect to find in the massless limit. Rather















dr2 + r2dθ2. (3.2.4)
Every other negative value of M is unphysical due to a naked conical singularity [175].
3.2.2 The BTZ Single Copy
In this section, we construct the single and zeroth copy of the BTZ metric. Given
that there are no graviton degrees of freedom in d = 3, we can at most expect to
apply the double copy procedure to the entire BTZ black hole geometry. Therefore,
in the following analysis we will use a flat base metric. This approach is different
from the one we have adopted in the previous chapter, since previously we worked
with a curved base metric. This is however an interesting example to consider, be-
cause it does not have an immediate counterpart at the level of scattering amplitudes.
From Eq.(3.2.1), we can find the corresponding single copy field Aµ = kµφ which
satisfies the Abelian Yang-Mills equations of motion. As expected, the source is a
constant charge density filling all space, that is
Jµ = 4ρ δµ0 , (3.2.5)
where we have replaced the vacuum energy density Λ with the charge density ρ. By
looking at the non-zero components of the field strength tensor F µν ,
F r t = −2ρr
2 + a2
r




we can see that the non-rotating case (a → 0) gives rise only to an electric field,
whereas the rotating case yields both electric and magnetic fields. Thus, the rotation
of the BTZ black hole is translated at the level of the single copy into a non-zero
magnetic field, as in the case of the Kerr solution studied in Sec. 2.3. Notice that
the mass parameter M for the BTZ black hole disappears in the gauge theory source:
it corresponds to a constant contribution to the electrostatic potential on the gauge
theory side, which has no dynamical consequences. This is in stark contrast to the
Schwarzschild black hole in four dimensions, in which the point mass M on the
gravity side is associated with a point charge in the gauge theory. The unusual
role of the mass parameter in the single copy serves as a further illustration of how
different the BTZ black hole is to the usual Schwarzschild or Kerr black holes living
in four-dimensional Minkowski space. One can also notice that; while the BTZ
metric can describe a black hole, a particle giving rise to a conical singularity, or
simply AdS3; the gauge solution does not correspond to physically different solutions
when varying the free parameters Q and ρ. For completeness, we mention that the
equation for the zeroth copy φ also features a constant source filling all space, i.e.
∇2φ = −4ρ.
We should perhaps not be at all surprised that the single copy works in this
case, given that the potential difficulties of three spacetime dimensions are on the
gravity side of the double copy correspondence, rather than the gauge theory side.
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If we start with a sensible gravity solution, we then expect a sensible gauge theory
counterpart. A trickier situation would be to start with a well-defined gauge theory
object, and to seek its gravitational analogue. The simplest such object is a pointlike
electric charge, which we will now investigate further.
3.3 The Double Copy of a Point Charge
In all of the above examples, we have started with a gravity solution and obtained
its gauge theory counterpart via the single copy. In this section, we will reverse this
procedure, by starting from a gauge field and finding its corresponding Kerr-Schild
double copy. This allows us to directly probe the issue of how the physical degrees
of freedom in the gauge theory get mapped under the double copy. Since we will be
working in (2+1) dimensions, there will be no graviton degrees of freedom; instead,
we expect to turn on the dilaton degree of freedom. Furthermore, the lack of a
graviton is related to the well-known absence of a well-behaved Newtonian limit for
three-dimensional General Relativity [176], although there are no such issues in the
gauge theory. Let us examine this issue in more detail.
3.3.1 Expecting Newtonian Behavior
Suppose we have some stationary gauge field Aµ. In order to take its Kerr-Schild
double copy we need to specify a splitting
Aµ = φkµ,
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for some scalar function φ, where kµ is null and geodesic
15. Choosing k0 = 1 we
identify A0 = φ, and the timelike Maxwell equation becomes
gJ0 = ∂µF
0µ = ∂µ(∂
0Aµ − ∂µA0) = −∂2A0 = −∂2φ = −~∇2φ, (3.3.1)
using the stationarity of Aµ throughout. Thus, the scalar φ satisfies Poisson’s
equation with source −J0.
Let us now consider the Newtonian limit of the double copy of this gauge field.
With k0 = 1 the purely timelike component of the metric is
g00 = −1 + κφ, (3.3.2)
so the Kerr-Schild field φ is related to the Newtonian potential Φ as
Φ = −1
2




Furthermore, we can relate Φ to the source on the gravity side using eqs. (2.1.8)
















15Note that we can only take the double copy in certain gauges, since if we choose e.g. Coulomb
gauge, A0 = 0, then there exists no null vector kµ such that Aµ = φkµ. This mimics a similar
behavior in amplitudes, namely that the double copy correspondence is manifest only in certain
(generalized) gauges [4]. For a recent discussion beyond this, see ref. [180].
16This is the more general form of the relation (3.1.6), which we obtain from Eq.(3.3.4) by
taking the Newtonian limit of the source. (The second line of Eq. (3.3.4) can be derived without
reference to the double copy, but doing it this way clarifies the relationship between the Newtonian
and electrostatic potentials and their sources.)
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This is Poisson’s equation for the Newtonian potential Φ, and tells us that any metric
obtained by double-copying a gauge solution should have a Newtonian potential
sourced by the timelike component of the gauge source, modulo replacements of
charges by masses and the gauge coupling constant with its gravitational counter-
part.17
The above arguments make sense in d ≥ 4, given the existence of a well-defined
Newtonian limit for gravity. Even in d = 3 we can see that in the case of the BTZ
black hole our results accord exactly with what we’ve already found: applying Gauss’
law to a constant energy distribution (i.e. a cosmological constant) in two dimensions
yields a Newtonian gravitational field satisfying |g| ∝ r, which corresponds to a
potential satisfying |Φ| ∝ r2, in agreement with Eq. (3.2.1).







(T − T 00). (3.3.5)
That three-dimensional gravity has no Newtonian limit is down to the fact that if
we take the Newtonian limit of the source as in sec. (3.1.1) then T = T 00 = −ρ and
the right hand side identically vanishes. From the perspective of the double copy
this implies that the identification of a small charge density J0 on the gauge side
with a small energy density T00 on the gravity side, which holds in d ≥ 4, breaks
17Note that the minus sign in Eq. (3.3.3) is necessary for our results to be consistent. We have
already claimed that the choice k0 = +1 allows us to identify positive charges with positive masses.
The negative sign in Φ ∝ −φ is crucial for this identification to hold: with positive ρ = J0 the
solutions of ~∇2φ ∝ −J0 are repulsive while those of ~∇2Φ ∝ +J0 are attractive.
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down in three dimensions. Hence it becomes natural to ask: what gravitational
source does correspond to a small charge density in three dimensions?
As we can see from Eq. (3.3.5), such a source must have nonzero spatial di-
agonal components even in this quasi-Newtonian limit in order for T − T 00 to be
non-vanishing. Further, since we know that a nontrivial scalar potential φ will
generically be non-vanishing everywhere, we expect that the double copy will have
nonzero curvature. Since three dimensional gravity does not propagate, this implies
that the double copy of a localized charge density in three dimensions cannot be a
vacuum solution, but rather the gravitational source must permeate spacetime in
such a way as to mimic the Newtonian behavior of higher-dimensional gravity. In
what follows we present an explicit example of such a system.
3.3.2 Point Charge in 2+1 Dimensions and its Double
Copy
As a specific example of the Kerr-Schild double copy of a given gauge field solution,
we now consider a static point charge sitting at the origin. The corresponding gauge
field can be written as
Aµ = kµφ, kµdx




using polar coordinates (t, r, θ). One may explicitly verify that the gauge field Aµ
satisfies the Maxwell equations ∇νF µν = Jµ with a source current
Jµ∂µ = gQδ
2(r)∂t,
using the fact that ~∇2 log r = 2πδ2(r) in two spatial dimensions. Strictly speaking, we
should introduce a scaling factor r0 into φ so as to make the logarithm dimensionless.
However, we may choose units such that this is unity for what follows. Notice that
the vector k is null and geodesic as required,18 and φ satisfies the linearized (static)
equations of motion of the biadjoint scalar. Given this, we are able to construct
the classical double copy of the static charge. The double copy is given by the
Kerr-Schild metric














where we have made the standard replacements g → κ
2
, and Q→M . Substituting
the metric of Eq. (3.3.7) into the Einstein’s equations, we find a non-zero stress
tensor given by




















18Our gauge field, which has nonzero spatial components, is related to the perhaps more intuitive
solution A0 = − gQ2π log r, A
i = 0 by a gauge transformation, which is necessary in order for k to
satisfy these requirements. (See the previous footnote about the gauge-dependence of the double
copy.)
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It is interesting already to note that, although the gauge field source is localized
to the origin, the gravitational source is not. This is possible due to the relation
between the sources given in Eq.(2.1.8), and indeed one can easily see that this
relation holds: using the first expression for the stress tensor in Eq. (3.3.8) leads to
a gauge theory source current
Jµ∂µ = (−~∇2φ, 0, 0) = gQ δ2(r)(1, 0, 0),
as required. We have therefore found an explicit example of the conclusion of the
previous section, namely that the double copy of a localized gauge theory source
cannot correspond to a vacuum solution of the Einstein equations in d = 3.
The presence of a non-trivial source term implies the presence of matter degrees
of freedom. This may at first sight seem puzzling, until we remember that the double
copy of pure gauge theory is not pure gravity, but gravity coupled to a dilaton and
two-form. The latter will be absent, as in previous examples due to the symmetric
nature of the double copied field. However, the dilaton may indeed be turned on,
and thus we would like to identify the above stress-energy tensor with a non-zero
dilaton field. In order to do so, we consider a free massless scalar field. Such a field
is invariant under the symmetry
ϕ→ ±ϕ+ c, (3.3.9)
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and its stress-energy tensor reads






The Einstein equations then imply a Ricci tensor
Rµν = κ
2/2 ∂µϕ∂νϕ. (3.3.11)









Comparing these results, we obtain that the dilaton profile must be linear in the az-
imuthal angle. Furthermore, the difference in sign between eqs. (3.3.11) and (3.3.12)
implies that either the scalar field is imaginary, or that it has the wrong sign in its
kinetic term. The second option in fact makes sense, albeit for a rather complicated
reason. For amplitudes, the double copy is known to be true only in certain gen-
eralized gauges, where one has potentially performed both a gauge transformation
and a field redefinition. It was known already before the double copy [115] that it
is possible to make field redefinitions so as to make the gravitational Lagrangian
consistent with the KLT relations [1] relating gauge and gravity amplitudes at
tree-level (and which are equivalent to the double copy). That is, by introducing a
dilaton and starting in the de Donder gauge, one may transform the graviton and
dilaton fields so as to remove all the terms in the graviton Lagrangian that mix
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left and right indices, leaving a structure that is manifestly double-copy-like. This
turns out to have the side-effect of reversing the sign of the dilaton kinetic term.
Returning to our present study of classical solutions, we should then expect that if
the double copy of a given gauge field generates a non-zero dilaton profile, the latter
should be associated with a “wrong-sign” dilaton kinetic term. The fact that this
has not been noticed before is simply because previous examples of the Kerr-Schild
double copy involve zero dilaton profiles on the gravity side [69–71,78]. Nevertheless,
the fact that the double copy does not satisfy certain energy conditions has been
previously observed [72].
From the above results, the explicit form of the dilaton for the double copy of
the point charge in d = 3 is defined by19
∂µϕ =
√
M/2π (0, 0, 1) . (3.3.13)
The identification of the source term in Eq. (3.3.8) with a nonzero dilaton profile is
natural, given that a similar matching of gauge theory degrees of freedom with the
dilaton can be made for the plane wave states that enter the original BCJ double
copy for scattering amplitudes. However, we may still worry whether or not this is
the only possible interpretation of Eq. (3.3.8). To this end, two remarks are useful.
Firstly, we may check the equation of motion of the dilaton. Considering the field
19The reader may worry that the form of the dilaton itself is linear in the azimuthal angle,
and thus not periodic. However, the Einstein equations imply that Eq. (3.3.13) need only be
satisfied locally. A global dilaton profile can be obtained by patching solutions together, up to
transformations of the form of Eq. (3.3.9).
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profile from Eq.(3.3.13) we see that it indeed satisfies
∇µ∇µϕ = 0 , (3.3.14)
where ∇µ is the covariant derivative of the metric (3.3.7). Secondly, we have verified
that the stress tensor from Eq.(3.3.8) cannot correspond to that of a standard viscous
fluid, which reinforces its dilaton interpretation; for details on this calculation see
Appendix A. In the following subsections, we analyze different aspects of this dilaton-
gravity solution which will strengthen its interpretation as the double copy of a
static charge in (2+1) dimensions.
Newtonian-Like Limit
In this section, we examine further aspects of the Newtonian-like limit of our gravity-
dilaton system. First, we recall that the trajectory xµ(t) of a particle interacting
with Newtonian gravity in (2+1) dimensions satisfies
d2x
dt
= −~∇Φ, ~∇2Φ = 2πGρ, (3.3.15)
where Φ is the Newtonian potential, ρ is the mass density, and G is Newton’s constant.
Outside a spherical source the Newtonian potential is given by Φ = GM log r. On














as in eqs. (3.1.4, 3.1.6), which as previously mentioned shows that in (2+1) dimen-
sions masses do not experience Newtonian forces.
There have been some attempts at reproducing the expected Newtonian limit
in scalar-tensor theories. For example, a solution with a logarithmic Newtonian
potential at short distances was found in [181]. There, a scalar-tensor theory in
(2+1) dimensions was formulated as a dimensional reduction of of a 4d theory, by
taking solutions with no dependence in a particular direction. Similar approaches
have also been examined in e.g. ref. [182]. In this chapter, we have seen that the
Kerr-Schild double copy naturally generates a scalar-tensor theory that mimics the
presence of Newtonian gravity: Eq. (3.3.4) relates the relevant Newtonian potential
to the gravitational source generated by double-copying a given gauge field, where
the source is associated with a nonzero dilaton.
Let us now consider the Newtonian limit of the explicit dilaton-gravity solution
found above. This limit is in fact not Newtonian in the strictest sense: we assume
non-relativistic trajectories, so that we obtain d2x/dt2 = −~∇Φ with Φ = −1
2
h00, but
we do not take the usual Newtonian limit of the source, since doing so requires that
the source term κ
2
2
(T − T 00) for Φ vanish. Indeed, if we just leave the gravitational






from which we deduce the non-point-like form of the stress-energy tensor (3.3.8) is
such that the corresponding Newtonian potential has a pointlike source. Further,










In obtaining Eq. (3.3.17) we did not need to make any assumptions about the
source, since from the mixed-index stress-energy tensor (3.3.8) we can just take
the trace and evaluate. However from this equation it is clear that the appropriate
limit to take is the one in which the parameter GM , which multiplies all diagonal
elements of the stress-energy tensor, is small. This corresponds to taking the charge
Q of the point source on the gauge side to be small, but does not correspond to
a small point mass on the gravity side, since the gravitational source is nonzero
throughout spacetime. But by the arguments of sec. 3.3.1 and Eq. (3.3.17) we see
that this is in fact the correct limit to take if we wish to recover a Newtonian limit
with a nonvanishing pointlike source, which requires a stress-energy tensor which is
nonvanishing throughout spacetime.
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In simple terms, the lack of a propagating graviton upon taking the double copy
forces the dilaton to turn on, in order to match up with the physical degrees of
freedom in the gauge theory. This then ensures a well-behaved Newtonian-like limit,
in accordance with the fact that there is a well-behaved Newtonian limit in the gauge
theory. Note that this correspondence also allows us to interpret the parameter M
in the gravity solution: it is the mass one would obtain in Newtonian gravity. As in
the Schwarzschild example of ref. [69], electric charge in the gauge theory then maps
to mass in the gravity theory, provided a suitable definition is used for the latter.
Orbits and Perihelion Precession
To gain yet more physical insight into our solution, it is instructive to examine
the behavior of geodesics corresponding to the motion of (massive) test particles.
To this end, notice that the metric of Eq.(3.3.7) can be written in “Schwarzschild”
coordinates by performing the coordinate transformation
dt = dT +
(
(1 + 2GM log r)−1 − 1
)
dr ,
in which coordinates the metric becomes
ds2 = − (1 + 2GM log r) dT 2 + (1 + 2GM log r)−1 dr2 + r2dφ2. (3.3.20)


















(1 + 2GM log r/r0) , (3.3.21)
where we have reintroduced the scale r0 i.e. a constant radius whose value is set by
boundary conditions. In the expression above, we have used the conserved quantities
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related to the timelike ξt and angular ξθ Killing vectors:




where uµ is a unit timelike vector tangent to the geodesic. Physically, E and L
represent the energy and angular momentum (relative to the origin) of the test
particle. In Eq. (3.3.21), we have introduced the so-called effective potential Veff. In
the Newtonian limit, a similar geodesic equation is obtained, but where the effective







+GM log r/r0, (3.3.23)
which we obtain from Eq. (3.3.21) by neglecting the L2GM term. As is suggested by
the form of Eq. (3.3.21), values of the parameters (E, r0, L) exist such that timelike
geodesics form bound orbits. We may find the relevant conditions by examining
the form of the effective potential, which is plotted for various values of L in fig-
ure 3.1. We see that the Newtonian potential always has an infinite barrier at short
distances, whilst the GR result turns over at a finite distance. Furthermore (and
in marked contrast to the case of the Schwarzschild black hole in four spacetime
dimensions), a timelike observer can never escape to infinity, due to the fact that
the effective potential is logarithmically divergent there. This can be traced back to
the logarithmic behavior of the gauge theory propagator in two spatial dimensions,
which enters the effective potential via the double copy.
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Examining the GR effective potential in more detail, we find that it has a
maximum as long as
L > Lmin ≡ r0 e1−
1
2GM . (3.3.24)
We will therefore impose this constraint in order to obtain stable orbits. In the same









L = 0.5 Lmin


















L = 1.5 Lmin
Figure 3.1: Effective GR and Newtonian potentials for GM = 1/2 and different
values of the angular momentum L. We can clearly observe that for L < Lmin the
GR potential has no maximum, at L = Lmin it develops an inflection point, and for
L > Lmin a maximum occurs and we can have stable orbits. On the other hand, the
shape of the Newtonian potential stays unchanged and always allows stable orbits.
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spirit, we will restrict the energy range such that
V mineff < E < V
max
eff ,













Meanwhile, we can only find an analytic expression for the minimum of the potential













In order to visualize the orbits we must solve for r(θ). By using the fact that
θ̇ = L/r2, where the dot indicates a derivative with respect to T and θ is the












r4 2GM log r
L2
+ r2 + r2 2GM log r = 0 . (3.3.27)
To further analyze this equation, it is convenient to change variables to the dimen-
sionless quantity x = L/GMr, and apply a derivative with respect to θ (denoted by












= 0 . (3.3.28)
Taking the limit where GM  1 we obtain
x′′ + x− 1
GMx
= 0 , (3.3.29)
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which indeed corresponds to the expected Newtonian limit given by the potential in
Eq.(3.3.18). In both the GR and Newtonian cases, we may solve the radial equation
numerically, and plot the orbits in the (r, θ) plane. Considering first the GR case,





For small values of α, one obtains a circular orbit if E = Vmin, and a precessing
elliptical orbit otherwise, as shown in Fig. 3.2. Alternatively, for sufficiently high
values of α we find that the orbits have an interesting “starfish” shape, owing to the
increasingly repulsive nature of the potential barrier at small radial distances. This
is shown in Fig. 3.3. In both figures, we also show the form of the effective potential
in each case, with color-coded values for the energy E.
Figure 3.2: Timelike geodesics obtained for the GR effective potential, where
GM = 0.4 and L/r0 = 3.
The phenomenon of precession is common to the case of the Schwarzschild metric
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Figure 3.3: Timelike geodesics obtained for the GR effective potential, where
GM = 1.8 and L/r0 = 3.
in d = 4, as indeed it must be: Bertrand’s theorem states that the only central
forces that give rise to stable non-precessing orbits are an inverse square law, or a
linear radial dependence characteristic of a harmonic oscillator. The GR effective
potential in the present case is neither, and thus we expect to see precession. A
further consequence of this theorem, however, is that we also expect to see precession
in the Newtonian case, unlike the case of Newtonian gravity in d = 4 (i.e. the latter
obeys an inverse square force law). This is shown in Fig. 3.4, where we also show an
orbit obtained from the full GR potential for identical initial conditions. We see that
switching from the Newtonian theory to the full GR case enhances the precession,











Figure 3.4: Bounded orbits obtained via solving Eqs (3.3.29) (displayed as the blue
line) and (3.3.28) (displayed as the orange line) with GM = .2, L/r0 = 1, and
E = 1.1Vmin.
3.4 3d Double Copy and a New Black Hole
Solution
In this chapter, we have examined the double copy of exact classical solutions
in (2 + 1) dimensions. This procedure poses unique conceptual puzzles in three
spacetime dimensions. In particular, three dimensional gravity in the form of pure
General Relativity is known to have no propagating degrees of freedom, and also
lacks a sensible Newtonian limit. It is then not clear how physical degrees of free-
dom in the gauge theory can be matched to the gravity theory in a consistent manner.
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Firstly, we considered the case of a black hole in AdS3. The rotating BTZ black
hole gives rise to a single copy which produces a magnetic field. The only surviving
remnant in the gauge theory is a constant charge density filling all space, which
corresponds to the cosmological constant (a constant energy density) in the gravity
theory. Thus, even though there are no gravitons in d = 3, it seems possible to
consider the copy of the geometry. In principle, this relationship should be unrelated
to the scattering amplitudes double copy, since there are no gravitons scattering.
In this sense, this classical double copy may exhibit a deeper relationship between
gravitational and Yang-Mills theories.
Next, we considered a pointlike electric charge in (2+1)-dimensional gauge the-
ory, for which the Kerr-Schild double copy is straightforward. This turned out to
yield a non-vacuum solution of the Einstein equations, in accordance with general
observations we made that localized sources in gauge theory cannot lead to vacuum
solutions under the Kerr-Schild double copy. The source term on the gravity side
could be interpreted as a non-zero dilaton profile, which is consistent with the fact
that the double copy of pure gauge theory is not general relativity, but rather GR
coupled to a dilaton and two-form. This is itself highly novel, in that our example is
the first case of the Kerr-Schild double copy in which the dilaton is non-zero on the
gravity side of the correspondence. Furthermore, it resolves the issue of how to map
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the physical degrees of freedom in the gauge theory: with no propagating graviton,
the dilaton has to turn on to do gravity’s job. This in turn leads to a well-behaved
Newtonian-like limit, such that charge in the gauge theory maps to mass on the
gravity side, where the mass parameter can be interpreted by consistency with
the correct gravitational potential in the Newtonian limit. This construction is
reminiscent of previous attempts to obtain sensible Newtonian limits in various
scalar-tensor theories [181,182]. To physically illustrate our analysis, we examined
timelike geodesics in the dilaton-gravity system obtained by copying the point charge.
These consist (for appropriate initial conditions) of stable, precessing orbits. The
Newtonian orbits also precess in d = 3, but the effect in the GR case is exacerbated,
analogous to the case of d = 4.
An outstanding property of this dilaton-gravity solution obtained as the double
copy is the existence of an event horizon at
rh = r0 e
− 1
2GM , (3.4.1)
which can be observed from the metric in Schwarzschild coordinates in Eq.(3.3.20).
This implies that the solution corresponds to a phantom black hole. In the present
case, the no-hair theorem [183–185] is avoided since the scalar field is a ghost and it
does not inherit the symmetries of the spacetime, that is, ∂θϕ 6= 0. This new solution
is remarkably interesting since it corresponds to the analogue of the Schwarzschild
black hole in d = 3, as it can be seen from the properties described in previous
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sections such as the Newtonian-like limit and the precessing orbits. Furthermore, it
shows that the double copy can lead to the finding of new gravitational solutions.
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Chapter 4
Radiation of Scalar Modes and
the Classical Double Copy
In this chapter, we will analyze the existence of a classical perturbative double copy
for the NLSM radiation following [67]. The setup consists of point-particles weakly
coupled to pions which evolve consistently with the NLSM field and whose deviations
from their initial trajectories and color degrees of freedom are small. We assume that
the NLSM coupling to the point-particles is invariant under the unbroken symmetry.
This coupling is motivated by the fact that the NLSM can arise as the longitudinal
mode of a massive Yang-Mills field which gives rise to pion couplings invariant under
the unbroken symmetry. Similarly, we assume that the Special Galileon couples
through a conformal transformation which is motivated by the coupling that would
arise in the decoupling limit of massive gravity for the Galileons. In addition to
the double copy relation between these theories, it is also expected that one can
perform a color-kinematics replacement from the biadjoint scalar and obtain the
NLSM radiation as in the Yang-Mills case. Given this, we will also consider the
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zeroth copy case where the point-particles couple to the biadjoint scalar field, thus
spanning the entire RHS of Fig. 1.3.
We will show that, by applying a special set of color-kinematics replacements, it
is possible to transform the radiation field generated by point-particles interacting
through a biadjoint scalar field to the one in which these particles interact through a
non-linear sigma model field. Similarly, one can act on the NLSM radiation field to
obtain the equivalent object for the double copy, i.e.., the Special Galileon radiation.
We consider the case where the impact parameters of the particles are large, and
thus the particle number is conserved, since no particles are created or annihilated.
The large separation of the particles accounts for the consistency of the perturbative
calculation. A crucial fact for the existence of the double copy is that the couplings
of the scalar fields to the point-particles have the same coupling strength as the
self-interactions of such fields. This is similar to the case of Yang-Mills and gravity.
For each theory, the point-particles will carry different degrees of freedom de-
pending on the couplings being considered. In the biadjoint scalar field case, the
point-particles carry two color charges, ca and c̃ã , each in the adjoint representation
of the groups G and G̃. In the case of the NLSM corresponding to the symmetry
breaking pattern GL ×GR → G (with G the diagonal subgroup), we will consider
a coupling to the point-particles that is manifestly invariant under the unbroken
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symmetries. This means that the coupling will involve the “covariant derivative”
of the Goldstone modes, ∇µφa ≡ fabc(U−1∂µU)bc, which in our case will couple to
the color dipole moment Maµ of the point-particles. Manifest invariance under G
is sufficient to ensure invariance under the full group GL ×GR [148]. Finally, the
Special Galileon coupling we will be using follows from a conformal transformation
gµν → (1 + 2π/Λ)gµν of the point-particle action. This transformation is motivated
by the one implemented in massive gravity to remove the kinetic mixing between
the helicity-2 modes and the longitudinal mode before taking the decoupling limit,
in that case Λ = MPl.
Because we have different degrees of freedom carrying a color index in the
biadjoint scalar and the non-linear sigma model, we will also need a replacement
rule to map one to the other. Thus, for the single copy we need not only the usual
color-kinematics replacements, which schematically are of the form
C̃(c̃ã)→ Ñ({q}) , (4.0.1)
but also the color-color replacements
C({q}; ca)→ C({q} ·Ma) , (4.0.2)
where {q} stands for the collection of momenta involved in the process. For the
double copy case we will perform a color-kinematics replacement of the form
C({q} ·Ma)→ N({q}) , (4.0.3)
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which are motivated by Eq.(4.0.1) and Eq.(4.0.2). This kind of color-kinematics
replacements are different from the standard cases since they mix color and kine-
matics on one side. Recently, approaches which also mix color and kinematics have
been considered and shown to give rise to higher derivative corrections [186,187].
In the following, we carry out the perturbative calculation for each theory in
detail. In Section 4.1, we compute the biadjoint scalar radiation and in Section 4.2
that for the non-linear sigma model case. In Section 4.3 we then explain the color-
kinematics and color-color replacements that transform the biadjoint scalar result
into the NLSM one. We continue in Section 4.4 with the calculation of the Special
Galileon radiation and in Section 4.5 derive the color-kinematics replacements that
lead to the double copy. We summarize the calculations performed in this chapter
in Section 4.6.
4.1 Biadjoint Scalar Radiation
In this section, we compute the radiation field produced by color charges coupled
through the biadjoint scalar field. The O(2) result was first computed in [57] and
extended to order O(4) in [62]. In the following, we show these results for complete-
ness while clarifying some technical details of the calculation.
The biadjoint scalar field transforms in the adjoint representation of the group
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fabc f̃ ãb̃c̃ ϕa ãϕb b̃ϕc c̃ . (4.1.1)
Our goal is to compute perturbatively the scalar radiation field generated by a set
of color charges coming from infinity, which will evolve consistently together with
the field they generate. The point-particles carry color charges also transforming in
the adjoint representation of G× G̃ and move along the worldlines xµα(λ), where λ
is the coordinate along the worldline, and α labels the individual particles. These




















where the einbein η(λ) is a Lagrange multiplier that ensures invariance under
reparametrizations of λ, and ca and c̃ã are color charges transforming in the adjoint
representations of G and G̃ respectively. For our purpose, the specific Lagrangian
realization giving rise to the color charges is not relevant and thus is not considered
here, but a discussion regarding this can be found in [57]. The total color currents
are
Jµ, a = Jµ, aN. BS + J
µ, a
pp , J
µ, ã = Jµ, ãN. BS + J
µ, ã
pp . (4.1.3)
Here, Jµ, aN. BS and J
µ, ã
N. BS are the Noether currents derived from LBS due to the
invariance under G and G̃ and read
Jµ, aN. BS = f
abcϕb b̃ ∂µϕc b̃ , Jµ, ãN. BS = f̃
ãb̃c̃ϕb b̃ ∂µϕb c̃ , (4.1.4)
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The next to leading order contributions to these currents include finite size effects.
By varying the action SBS + Spp and considering current conservation, we obtain














b b̃(xµα) = 0 ,
dc̃ãα
ds
+ y f̃ ãb̃c̃c̃c̃α(s)c
b
α(s)ϕ
b b̃(xµα) = 0 , (4.1.7)
where pµα ≡ dxµα/ds is the momentum of the particle α and ds = η dλ.
4.1.1 Perturbative Solutions
The equation motion for the biadjoint scalar field can be written as
ϕa ã = yJ a ã , (4.1.8)
where the source current is







d(x− xα(s)) . (4.1.9)
This allows us to compute the radiation field at |~x| → ∞ in terms of the Fourier
transform of the source:






J a ã(k) . (4.1.10)
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The initial configuration consists of N charged particles that are moving with
constant velocity at s = −∞. Thus, the initial conditions for the color-charged
point-particles are:
xµα|s→−∞ = bµα + pµαs , (4.1.11)
caα|s→−∞ = caα , c̃ãα|s→−∞ = c̃ãα , (4.1.12)
where bµα are the (spacelike) impact parameters.
In what follows, we compute the solutions perturbatively in powers of the
coupling strength. The actual dimensionless parameter that controls the expansion
is a combination of the coupling strength and kinematic factors, given by [56]




where E & m is the energy of the point-particle and b is its impact parameter. In this
expression we have neglected the phase space volume. Notice that the perturbation
parameter is inversely proportional to the impact parameter. This is consistent with
our set up of particles that are far apart from each other and which only experience
small deviations as they interact through the scalar field. Indeed, the fact that ε 1
ensures that the deviations are small compared to the impact parameter. We can























2πδ(k · pα) . (4.1.13)
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p.p. interaction field self-interactions
Figure 4.1: Interactions contributing to the current at O(2). The scalar field theory
for the right-hand side graph has cubic self-interactions. If this were not the case,
such graph would not contribute to J |O(2). The solid lines are the worldlines of the
point-particles (which can carry color charge degrees of freedom depending on the
theory under consideration) and the dashed lines represent the scalar field.
Notice that on-shell (k2 = 0) the field vanishes unless kµ ∝ pµ but pµ is timelike,
therefore there is no radiation at this order, as we should expect, since static point-
particles do not radiate. We now proceed to obtain the next order perturbation




















where the barred quantities vanish at s = −∞. Substituting the O(1) field into the
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q2 (q · pα)2






























2π δ(q · pβ) , (4.1.18)



















































caα(cα ·cβ) c̃ãα(c̃α ·c̃β)
k · qβ
k · pα
− i fabcccαcbβ c̃ãα(c̃α · c̃β)
− if̃ ãb̃c̃c̃c̃αc̃b̃βcaα(cα · cβ)
]















(2π)dδd(k − qβ − qα) . (4.1.22)
The above result for the source current heavily relies on the use of the delta
functions in µα,β(k). This will be the case for all the final results that we present.
One can think of this perturbative solution in terms of Feynman diagrams. At
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second order in the coupling, the contributions to the biadjoint current are given by
the graphs in Fig. 4.1. The first term in the parentheses in Eq.(4.1.19) corresponds
to the graph on the left-hand side of Fig. 4.1. This graph only shows the case of the
scalar field radiated by particle α, but we should also include the case where it is
radiated from particle β. This is taken into account by the sum over point-particles.
The last term of Eq.(4.1.19) comes from the graph on the right-hand side which
corresponds to the self-interactions of the field.
As we will see in the next section, the NLSM self-interactions will only contribute
at next to leading order in perturbations. Hence, in order to construct a satisfactory
copy we will compute the source current for the radiation field for the biadjoint


































































The term in curly brackets contains the deflections of the point-particle coordinates


























γ(cα · cβ)(cα · cγ)+i
qβ · qγ
qβ · pα

















































































γ(cα · cβ)(cα · cγ)− i
qβ · qγ
qβ · pα













Notice that the momentum involved in the propagators that appear in these
calculations corresponds to the momentum exchanged with the point-particle. The

















dδd(qδ − qβ − qγ),
(4.1.27)
where µα,β,γ(k) is the straightforward generalization of µα,β(k), namely























with J a ã(k)
∣∣
O(2) given by Eq.(4.1.20). Notice that the current J
a ã(k) should be
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symmetric under interchange of particles. This symmetry is not manifest in Eq.
(4.1.27), but it is realized by the sum over the particle indices α, β and γ.
In principle, one could try to find a representation of J a ã(k)
∣∣
O(4) in terms of
graphs as it was done for the previous order. Nevertheless, some contributions
contain a structure with no obvious representation as a graph. One can see this by
looking at the exact expressions of the point-particle coordinates and color charges
and noticing that there are some pole structures of the form 1/(qβ · pα)(qγ · pα).
4.2 Non-Linear Sigma Model Radiation
Consider now the non-linear sigma model (NLSM) based on the simple compact Lie
group G; that is, the model corresponding to the symmetry breaking GL ×GR →











where U = gRg
−1







where φa are the Goldstone boson fields and T a are the generators of G. Given that
the pattern GL ×GR → Gdiag is a simple generalization of the one describing QCD
pions, in what follows we will often refer to the NLSM fields simply as pions. Since
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all quantities with a color index will transform in the adjoint representation, we’ll
find it convenient to follow the conventions that are often adopted in the amplitudes






= δab, [T a, T b] = i
√
2fabcT c, (T a)bc = −i
√
2fabc . (4.2.3)
With this parametrization, the strength of self-interactions is determined by the
coupling
√
2/F . In terms of the Goldstone fields, the Lagrangian can be rewritten
as
L(2) = −∂φT ·G(φ) · ∂φ , (4.2.4)










, Dabφ ≡ −ifabcφc . (4.2.5)
In this case, we want to consider a coupling to the point-particle that preserves the
unbroken symmetry G, which means that it involves the pion covariant derivative































d + · · · . (4.2.7)
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From this coupling, we can read off the current generated by the color charges. Up
























We obtain the equation of motion that determines the evolution of the point-particle
coordinates xµα by varying the point-particle action Spp. At next to leading order in















b φc + · · ·
)
= 0 . (4.2.9)
Similarly, we obtain the equations of motion determining the evolution of the dipole
moment from the conservation of the total color current
Jµ, a = Jµ, aN. NLSM + J
µ, a
pp . (4.2.10)
Here, Jµ, aN. NLSM is the Noether current derived from L
(2)
NLSM and reads
Jµ, aN. NLSM =
√
2fabcφbG(φ) ∂µφc . (4.2.11)
Given this, ∂µJ

























The above equation is found after performing a Fourier transformation and using
the equation of motion obtained from varying SNLSM + Spp that reads






pp = 0 . (4.2.13)
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4.2.1 Perturbative Solutions
We proceed to find an expression for the radiation field φa produced due to the
interactions of the point-particles. We will again assume that the point-particles are
well separated and that the impact parameters are large, so that we can construct
a perturbative solution in powers of the NLSM coupling. As in the previous case,
the actual perturbation parameter is a combination of the coupling strength and
kinematic factors, given by
ε ∝ 1
F 2
E (k ·Mα) · (k ·Mβ)
bαβ
,
where k = O(E) and the dipole is Ma ∝ cad, where d x̄ is a measure of the size






J a , (4.2.14)















− ∂µJµ, app .
(4.2.15)











J a(k) . (4.2.16)
As before, the initial configuration consists of N particles that are moving with
constant velocity at s = −∞, and the initial conditions for the color-charged
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point-particles are:

















(q ·Maα) 2πδ(q · pα) . (4.2.19)








k ·Maα(s) = k ·Maα + k · M̄aα(s) , (4.2.21)















µ(q ·Maα) (q ·Maβ )
e−i q·(bαβ+pαs)
q2 (q · pα)2




































































m2α (k ·Maα)(qβ ·M bα) (qβ ·M bβ)
k · qβ
(k · pα)2




Once again, this expression is not manifestly invariant under permutations of the
particle indices. Such invariance is ensured by the sum over the indices α and β.
We now proceed to compute the deflections of the point-particle coordinates and

























+ fabc((qγ − 2qβ) ·M bα)(qβ ·M cβ)(qγ ·Maγ )qµγ − fabc(qβ ·M bβ)(qγ ·M cγ)(qβ ·Maα)q
µ
δ





























((k − 2qδ ·M b))ρcβγ(qδ)





k − qβ) ·Mdα)(qβ ·Meβ)(qγ ·M cγ)
]
. (4.2.28)
Once we have the deflections at next to leading order, we can use them to compute
the current at O(4). There are two contributions to this current, one coming from
self-interactions of the NLSM and the other one coming from the coupling to the
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abcf cde(qα ·M bα)(qβ ·Mdβ)(qγ ·M eγ)
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Notice that if we set Maµ = capµ then there is no radiation at any order. This
is understood by realizing that the coupling cap
µ∇µφa arises from the Yang-Mills
gauge invariant coupling capµAaµ after introducing the Stückelberg field. Since the
starting point is a gauge invariant term, when we introduce the Stückelberg field we
are simply performing a gauge transformation and thus the physics does not change.
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4.3 Single Copy: Biadjoint Scalar to Non-Linear
Sigma Model
So far, we have computed the radiation amplitude at order O(4) for both the
biadjoint scalar and the non-linear sigma model. It is now possible to identify the
generalized color-kinematics replacements needed to obtain the single copy. Since
the color degrees of freedom of the group G are different in the biadjoint scalar and
the NLSM, we need to perform replacements to take the color charges to the color
dipoles. Schematically, the color-kinematics and color-color replacements that we
use are
C̃(c̃ã)→ Ñ({q}) , C({q}; ca)→ C({q} ·Ma). (4.3.1)
From dimensional analysis we know that when transforming from the color charges
to the color dipoles for the radiation at O(3) we need to have a factor with mass
dimension six on the NLSM side. This is due to the discrepancy in the mass
dimension of the couplings of these theories. Considering this, we find that the
replacements are:














abc(qα ·Mα)b(qβ ·Mβ)c , (4.3.2b)
and
c̃α (c̃α · c̃β)→ 1 , (4.3.3a)
f̃ ãb̃c̃c̃b̃αc̃
c̃
β → 0 . (4.3.3b)
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The fact that the terms involving one structure constant are set to zero can be
traced back to the fact that the non-linear sigma model cubic vertex is zero. Under
these replacements, we can see that on-shell:







which implies that the radiation amplitude for the biadjoint scalar atO(2), Eq.(4.1.20),
maps to the radiation amplitude of the NLSM at O(2), Eq.(4.2.25).
In order to find the mapping for the radiation at order O(5) we require color-
kinematics and color-color replacements for color factors involving contractions of
five color structures. In this case, the NLSM side should have mass dimension ten.
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These replacements are given by






γ(k ·Mα)a(qβ ·Mα) · (qβ ·Mβ)(qγ ·Mα) · (qγ ·Mγ) ,
(4.3.5a)






γ(k ·Mα)a(qδ ·Mα) · (qδ ·Mβ)(qγ ·Mβ) · (qγ ·Mγ) ,
(4.3.5b)








γ(k ·Mα)(f · ((qγ−3qβ/2) ·Mα) · (qβ ·Mβ) · (qγ ·Mγ)) ,
(4.3.5c)












































































abcf bde(qβ ·Mβ)d(qγ ·Mγ)e[(










where qδ = qβ + qγ, n(α, β, γ) is the 4-point amplitude of the non-linear sigma
model
n(α, β, γ) ≡ (qβ + qα)





c̃ãα(c̃α · c̃β)(c̃α · c̃γ)→ 1 , (4.3.7a)
c̃ãα(c̃α · c̃β)(c̃β · c̃γ)→ 1 , (4.3.7b)
c̃ãα (f̃ · c̃α · c̃β · c̃γ)→ 0 , (4.3.7c)
(c̃α · c̃γ)f̃ ãb̃c̃c̃b̃αc̃c̃β → 0 , (4.3.7d)




α → 0 . (4.3.7e)
Under these, the on-shell current of Eq.(4.1.23) is mapped to the on-shell current
of Eq.(4.2.29). Note that, in the color-color replacements we see that the left side
involves denominators when the structure constants are present. These factors
appeared due to the difference between the equations of motion for the color charges,
where an integration gives rise to denominators, and the dipoles, which are contracted
with momentum factors. There is also an ambiguity in how to pick the splitting
in the replacement rules since now we also map the color factors to new color
factors. By shifting kinematic factors from the color-color to the color-kinematics
replacements it is possible to find a different set of rules that give the desired map
between theories.
4.4 Special Galileon Radiation
In this section, we compute the scalar radiation generated by point-particles coming
from infinity that are coupled to the Special Galileon. The Lagrangian for the
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+ · · · , (4.4.1)
where Λ is the strong coupling scale. In four dimensions it only contains the quartic
Galileon term but it includes higher order terms in higher dimensions. The action
for the Special Galileon is invariant under






where c is a constant, bµ is a constant vector, and sµν is a traceless symmetric constant
tensor. As we mentioned previously, we assume that the Special Galileon is coupled to
the point-particles through a conformal rescaling of the metric gµν → (1 + 2π/Λ)gµν .
This is motivated by the coupling that arises in the decoupling limit of massive





































If we assumed that this interaction arises from the decoupling limit of massive
gravity, then the coupling strength would be 1/MPl. In this case, the couplings of
the Galileon with itself and with the point-particles would be suppressed by two
different scales, satisfying the hierarchy ΛMPl. The current calculation for the
radiation amplitude will not hold in this case since the leading terms would come
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from the self-interactions. We find that in order to identify the Special Galileon as
the double copy of the NLSM, the coupling with the point-particles should have the
same strength as the self-interactions coupling therefore we assume the interactions in







1 + 2 π
Λd/2−1
) (m2α δµν − pµαpνα) = 0 , (4.4.5)




(π)3 + 2 (∂µ∂νπ)













δd(x− xα(s)) = 0 . (4.4.6)
4.4.1 Perturbative Solutions
We compute the solution in powers of the coupling constant, but the actual pertur-
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we can write the leading order Special Galileon field as







J (k) . (4.4.10)
Note that the contributions from the Special Galileon self-interactions will only
appear at O(8). As before, the point-particles are moving with constant velocity at
s = −∞ and thus the initial conditions are:
xµα|s→−∞ = bµα + pµαs . (4.4.11)














2πδ(k · pα) . (4.4.12)






















µ − (q · pα)pµα
) e−i q·(bαβ+pαs)
q2 (q · pα)2
2πδ(q · pβ) ,
(4.4.14)



















This current comes from the point-particle interactions diagram in Fig.4.1. We can

























































































Once we substitute the corresponding trajectory deviations and field profiles into
the equation for the current at next to leading order, we find that the terms whose










γ become zero after using the
corresponding delta functions.
4.5 Double Copy: Non-Linear Sigma Model to
Special Galileon
In the previous section we computed the Special Galileon radiation at next to leading
order and previously we performed the analogue calculation for the NLSM. We are
now in position to propose the color-kinematics replacements that lead to the double
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copy. In this case, the replacements are of the form
C({q} ·Ma)→ N({q}) . (4.5.1)




2 (k ·Mα)(qβ ·Mα) · (qβ ·Mβ)→ 1 , (4.5.2a)
−i 2
√
2 fabc(qα ·Mα)b(qβ ·Mβ)c → 0 , (4.5.2b)
Under these replacements, we can see that on-shell:
ρaαβ(k)→ ραβ(k) , (4.5.3)
and thus the radiation from Eq.(4.2.25) is mapped to that of Eq.(4.4.15). At O(4)





2 (k ·Mα)a(qβ ·Mα) · (qβ ·Mβ)(qγ ·Mα) · (qγ ·Mγ)→ −1 , (4.5.4a)
i 4
√
2 (k ·Mα)a(qδ ·Mα) · (qδ ·Mβ)(qγ ·Mβ) · (qγ ·Mγ)→ −1 , (4.5.4b)
i 4
√
2 (k ·Mα)[f · (qγ ·Mα) · (qβ ·Mβ) · (qγ ·Mγ)]→ 0 , (4.5.4c)
i 4
√
2 (k ·Mα)[f · (qδ ·Mα) · (qβ ·Mβ) · (qγ ·Mγ)]→ 0 , (4.5.4d)
i 4
√
2 (qγ ·Mα) · (qγ ·Mγ)fabc(q ·Mα)b(qβ ·Mβ)c → 0 , (4.5.4e)
i 4
√
2 (qγ ·Mα) · (qγ ·Mγ) fabc(q ·Mβ)b(qδ ·Mα)c → 0 , (4.5.4f)
i 4
√















2 fabcf bde(qβ ·Mβ)d(qγ ·Mγ)e(qα ·Mα)c → n(α, β, γ) , (4.5.4h)
where q represents either the radiated momentum k, or the momenta any of the
fields, such as qα. Under these replacements the NLSM radiation from Eq. (4.2.29)
is transformed into the Special Galileon one from Eq. (4.4.17). While the color
factors involving only one structure constant are set to zero as a consequence of the
lack of a cubic interaction in both the NLSM and the Special Galileon, the color
factors involving two structure constants give rise to a more interesting relation. The
replacement in Eq. (4.5.4h) exchanges the color factor of the four-point amplitude
of the NLSM with the corresponding color-stripped amplitude. Note that both
the color and kinematic sides satisfy the Jacobi identity even though none of the
involved momenta {q} are on shell.
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4.6 Discussion
In the previous sections, we have computed the amplitude of radiation emitted
by point-like particles coupled to a biadjoint scalar, a set of pions, and a Special
Galileon at next-to-leading order in the couplings. While one might naively expect
that the NLSM coupling to point-particles should be of the form capµ∂µφ
a, this
coupling gives rise to no radiation at any perturbative order. This can be understood
from the fact that this coupling arises from the Yang-Mills gauge invariant coupling
capµAaµ after introducing the Stückelberg field φ. A similar situation happens for
the Special Galileon and the coupling pµpν∂µ∂νπ. Instead, for the NLSM we con-
sider a coupling to a color dipole moment, which is invariant under G, and for the
Special Galileon we consider the coupling arising after the conformal transformation
gµν → (1 + 2π/Λ)gµν . These couplings are motivated by those that would arise for
longitudinal modes of massive Yang-Mills and massive gravity.
Using these couplings we have shown that, up to next to leading order, the double
copy of the radiation of pions corresponds to the radiation of Special Galileons.
We have also constructed the single copy starting from the biadjoint scalar. To do
so, we have used a generalized set of color-kinematics replacements to map from
color charges to color dipole moments. There are four main features that is worth
highlighting about these replacements:
1. Coupling constants: the coupling constants in the three different theories
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Thus, a result obtained in the biadjoint case with a precision of O(yn) will
be mapped onto an equivalent result for NLSM and Special Galileon at order
O(1/F n) and O(1/Λn) respectively.
2. Color charges: The color charges and dipole moments are mapped as
c̃ãca → q ·Ma → 1 ,
where q represents different momentum factors, depending on the specific color
structure. This can be compared to the Yang-Mills-gravity case where the
replacement is ca → pµ. In this case, we are mapping between scalar theories
so no new structure with a Lorentz index appears uncontracted.
3. Three-point vertex: Color factors which involve only one structure constant
are mapped to zero,
f · c · c→ 0.
In the gravitational double copy the color factor of the Yang-Mills three-point
function, fabc, is mapped to the color-stripped Yang-Mills three-point vertex.
This is motivated by the BCJ double copy where one replaces the Yang-Mills
color factor by a second copy of the Yang-Mills kinematic factor in order to
obtain a gravitational amplitude. In the present case, the NLSM does not
have a cubic vertex and thus the above color structure is mapped to zero.
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4. Color-kinematics duality for the double copy: The replacement rules




2 fabcf bde(qβ ·Mβ)d(qγ ·Mγ)e(qα ·Mα)c →
(qβ + qα)
2 − (qγ + qα)2
3
,
maps color factors satisfying the Jacobi identity
∑
cyclic
fabcf bde(qβ ·Mβ)d(qγ ·Mγ)e(qα ·Mα)c = 0 ,




2 − (qγ + qα)2) = 0 .
This provides a new example of the color-kinematics duality at the classical
level. The analogue case for the gravitational double copy was studied in [62].
At the order to which we have worked, the Special Galileon self-interactions do
not contribute to the radiation. It would be interesting to investigate the structure of
the color-kinematics replacement rules at O(8), which is where the first contribution
from these interactions is bound to appear. Our expectation is that at O(6) the
color structures involving three structure constants will be set to zero, since these
are related to the five-point vertex. At even higher order, the color structures with
four structure constants—corresponding to the six-point vertex—will have a more











Figure 4.2: Summary of color-kinematics replacements used for the classical radiation
of scalar modes.
At higher order one must also contend with another challenge, namely the fact
that higher derivative corrections to the NLSM and Special Galileon actions can
contribute to the radiation field. This challenge is not limited to the classical double
copy, since it is far from understood what are the correct higher derivative corrections
that give rise to the amplitudes double copy relation [43, 189–192]. In the next




Shift symmetries, Soft limits, and
the Double Copy Beyond Leading
Order
At lowest order in the derivative expansion, exceptional scalar theories can be
equivalently defined through their symmetries, their enhanced soft limits, and color-
kinematics dualities. Importantly though, the inclusion of higher-order operators
spoils this equivalence. For instance, it is clear that corrections with a large enough
number of derivatives per field will not modify the soft limit, regardless of whether
or not they preserve the symmetries. However, the status of color-kinematics duality
is a priori less clear. Here, we focus on the NLSM2 = SGal relation and explore the
extent to which higher derivative corrections to these theories, consistent with their
symmetries, are compatible with color-kinematics duality.
The analogous question has previously been asked for the YM2 = gravity cor-
respondence, and the higher-order operators of YM and their compatibility with
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shown to be compatible with the double copy, not all the O(F 4) contributions are
compatible—not even the ones arising from the low energy limit of string theory. It
is presently unknown whether there are hidden symmetries which only give rise to
higher-order corrections that satisfy the color-kinematics duality.
Higher-order corrections to the NLSM amplitudes have been computed by several
different methods. These constructions do not rely on the symmetries of the NLSM
but instead focus on satisfying the color-kinematics duality or on the infrared
behavior of the theory. One construction, [43], consists of a rewriting of the open
string amplitude in terms of a function called the Z-function involved in a Kawai-
Lewellen-Tye (KLT)-like product with the YM amplitude. The Z-function behaves
as a doubly-ordered partial amplitude and satisfies the Kleiss-Kluijf (KK) [193] and
Bern-Carrasco-Johansson (BCJ) [2] relations. By taking the Abelian and α′ → 0
limits, the Z-function reduces to the NLSM partial amplitudes.20 Given this, it has
been proposed that the α′-corrections correspond to the higher-order corrections
to the NLSM. It is interesting to note that all odd-point amplitudes arising from
this construction vanish. The theory giving rise to these amplitudes has been
dubbed the Abelian Z-theory. A second construction [189] starts from the most
general color-ordered scalar 4-point amplitude up to 8th order in derivatives and
20We should emphasize that this result does not imply that the string spectrum includes NLSM
scalars, but rather that information about their tree-level scattering amplitudes is hidden in the
open string tree-level scattering amplitudes.
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imposes cyclicity, the KK relations, and the BCJ relations; all these requirements
are highly constraining and completely fix the scattering amplitude. In fact, this
4-point amplitude coincides with that of the Abelian Z-theory. The authors of [189]
also considered the 5-point amplitude, and showed that, while the contribution
coming from the NLSM Wess-Zumino term does not satisfy the BCJ relations,
there is a contribution at 14th order in derivatives that is compatible with the
double copy prescription. Similarly, the 6-point function was computed up to
6th order in derivatives. A third method [191], assumes the pion double soft
theorems [128, 131, 150] to compute the higher-order corrections, and finds the same
results as the Abelian Z-theory plus an additional correction to the 4-point amplitude
at order O(p4) which does not obey the BCJ relations. Earlier work along this lines
was previously performed in [194–196], and more recently in [126, 127, 189, 197] .
This method has now been dubbed the soft bootstrap. The soft bootstrap consists of
constructing a modified BCFW recursion relation for scattering amplitudes based
on the degree σ of its soft theorem, which is defined by
An(p1, . . . , pn−1, εpn)
ε→0−→ εσSn + · · · , (5.0.1)
with Sn 6= 0 a “soft factor” involving the first n − 1 momenta. Recently, it was
shown that the soft bootstrap approach can be extended to O(p4) for the NLSM [98].
In [98], higher-point amplitudes at O(p4) were obtained by defining soft blocks for 4
and 5 pions and using these as seeds in the soft bootstrap. As well as single-trace
amplitudes, multi-trace amplitudes were also constructed, and both the SU(N) and
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SO(N) NLSMs were considered. Nevertheless, the extension to O(p6) and higher
is not completely obvious. Lastly, another way of obtaining the higher derivative
corrections to the NLSM is through the “extraction” of the longitudinal modes of
YM, i.e. using the techniques of [40, 52]. This was done in [119], where the leading
order Lagrangian of the Abelian Z-theory was found from a dimensional reduction





Higher-order corrections to the SGal amplitudes have previously been considered
in the literature, for instance in [189] by using the soft bootstrap. Using this method,
one can compute the higher derivative corrections to a theory from the leading order
amplitudes. It has been shown that the Special Galileon is the only interacting
theory satisfying the soft limit with σ = 3 non-trivially [129,133,198]. This limit is
not only satisfied non-trivially by its leading order amplitude, but also by several
higher derivative corrections. It is important to note that not all higher-order
amplitudes can be constructed using the soft bootstrap approach. This limitation
follows from the fact that the soft limit can be trivially satisfied at sufficiently high
order; for a term in the Lagrangian of the form ∂mφn, the soft limit σ becomes
trivial if σ ≤ m/n. We should also note that the corrections computed by using
the soft bootstrap method include a non-vanishing 5-point amplitude. A second
approach consists of finding the Special Galileon corrections as the double copy of
the NLSM corrections. By considering the double copy of the Abelian Z-theory one
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obtains the even-point Special Galileon higher-order amplitudes from [189]. Finally,
a third approach towards computing the higher derivative operators invariant under
the Special Galileon symmetry was followed in [140]; the invariant Lagrangian was
constructed up to quartic order in the Galileon field through a brane construction
similar in spirit to [199,200].
From these results, it is clear that the definitions of the exceptional scalar theo-
ries through their enhanced soft limits, through their symmetries, or through the
double copy, are only equivalent at leading order, and that this equivalence breaks
down when including higher-order operators. We will explore the definition of these
theories as given by their shift symmetries. We will not only compute the on-shell
scattering amplitudes, but we will find the shift symmetric Lagrangians giving rise to
them. The knowledge of the Lagrangian is necessary for understanding if a scattering
amplitude indeed arises from a shift symmetric theory. We will explicitly explain
why satisfying a soft limit does not imply that the amplitude comes form a shift
symmetric theory. The Lagrangian is also relevant fo calculations such as the classical
perturbative double copy in [67]. We will rely on a coset construction [201–203]
to write down the most general higher derivative corrections that are compatible
with the SGal and NLSM symmetries. We will then constrain the NLSM coupling
constants by demanding that the on-shell scattering amplitudes satisfy the KK and
BCJ relations in order to be able to construct the double copy. Here, we follow the
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approach of [111] and assume that the double copy for higher order operators follows
in the same way as it does for the leading order ones. Our goal is to understand
whether the double copy of the higher-order corrections to the NLSM obtained this
way corresponds to (a subset of) all possible higher-order corrections to the SGal
theory.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Sec. 5.1, we give a short
review of the coset construction which will be used to build the higher derivative
corrections to the NLSM and the SGal. In Sec. 5.2, we analyze the higher derivative
corrections to the SU(N)× SU(N)→ SU(N) NLSM in the large N limit, and in
Sec. 5.3 we explicitly construct the higher-order Lagrangian of the SGal. In Sec.
5.4 we explore the extent to which the higher derivative corrections introduced in
the previous two sections are compatible with color-kinematics duality. Finally, we
discuss our results in Sec. 5.5.
5.1 Short Review of the Coset Construction
We begin by giving a brief review of the coset construction [201] for spontaneously
broken space-time symmetries [202,203]. This construction is a method that allows
the systematic construction of an effective field theory Lagrangian for Goldstone
modes solely based on the knowledge of the symmetry breaking pattern. For recent,
more detailed discussions see also [204–207].
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Consider a system whose ground state spontaneously breaks a symmetry group
G, which contains the Poincaré group as a subgroup, down to a subgroup H. In
general, H may correspond to internal, space-time, or a mixture of both types of
symmetries. We will denote the broken generators by Xα, the unbroken translations
by Pa, and the remaining unbroken symmetry generators by TA. The effective action
for the Goldstone bosons realizes both the unbroken translations and the broken
symmetries non-linearly, while the other unbroken symmetries are implemented
linearly and are therefore manifest.
The starting point of a coset construction is a parametrization of the most general
symmetry transformation that is generated by the broken generators together with
an unbroken translation:21
Ω(x, π) = ex
aPaeπ
αXα . (5.1.1)
Since Ω is defined only up to an overall unbroken symmetry transformation it is an
element of a coset, hence the name of this construction. From this, one can define
the Maurer-Cartan form
Ω−1dΩ = ωaPa + ω
αXα + ω
ATA. (5.1.2)
This is an element of the algebra, and as such it can be written as a linear combination
of all the generators. The coefficients of this expansion can be calculated explicitly
21Throughout this chapter we will work with anti-hermitian generators. This will simplify the
following equations by eliminating many factors of “i”.
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using the algebra of G, the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula, and various identities




ωα = ∇aπαEaµdxµ (5.1.3b)




It can be shown [203] that the components Eaµ play the role of a vielbein, in
the sense that the volume element det(E) ddx is a scalar under G. One can also
check that the quantities ∇aπα—usually referred to as “covariant derivatives” of the
Goldstone modes—transform under G as a (possibly reducible) linear representation
of H. Thus, contractions of such covariant derivatives that are manifestly invariant
under H are also secretly invariant under the full group G. Finally, the quantities
ABa transform as the components of a connection, and can be used to introduce a





a TB . (5.1.4)
This definition allows us to calculate higher-order covariant derivatives of the Gold-
stones or, for that matter, covariant derivatives of any field that is charged under H.
We can now used the building blocks introduced above to write down the most





ddx det(E)f(∇aπα,∇b∇aπα, · · · ) , (5.1.5)
where all the indices are contracted in such a way as to preserve the unbroken
symmetries.
If only internal symmetries are broken, the number of Goldstone modes is
equal to the number of broken generators—this is the usual Nambu-Goldstone
theorem [208,209]. However, when some of the symmetries that are spontaneously
broken are space-time symmetries, one can usually obtain a non-linear realization of
the symmetries that involves fewer fields [210]. Specifically, if commutation with
some unbroken translation P relates two multiplets (under H) X and X ′ of broken
generators, i.e.
[P,X ′] ⊃ X, (5.1.6)
then one can eliminate the Goldstones that would be naively associated with X ′
and express them in terms of Goldstones of X and their derivatives. This is done
by imposing a set of so-called “inverse Higgs constraints” [211], which amount to
setting to zero (a subset of) covariant derivatives of the Goldstones of X in the
same representation as the Goldstones of X ′. Given the transformation properties
of the Goldstone covariant derivatives, this procedure can be shown to preserve all
the symmetries—including the ones that are non-linearly realized.
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5.2 Higher-Order Lagrangian for the
Non-Linear Sigma Model
In this section, we will consider a NLSM corresponding to the symmetry breaking
pattern GL ×GR → Gdiag, where GL = GR = Gdiag ≡ G is a simple, compact, and
internal symmetry group. For simplicity we will also restrict our attention to d = 4
spacetime dimensions. We will first derive the main building blocks of the effective
Lagrangian using a coset construction, and discuss two different choices of coset
parametrizations. Then, we will focus on the particular case where G = SU(N),
and write down all possible higher derivative corrections up to O(∂8) in the large-N
limit. In this limit, our results will also apply to G = U(N).
5.2.1 Coset Construction and Lowest-Order Effective
Lagrangian
Let us choose the broken generators Xα that appear in the coset parametrization
(5.1.1) to be the generators of, say, GL. Then the components of the Maurer-Cartan
form in (5.1.1) read
Ω−1∂µΩ = Pµ + 2f
αβγ(U−1∂µU)βγXα. (5.2.1)
where fαβγ are the structure constants of the group G, and Uαβ is the adjoint
representation of the abstract group element eπ
αXα . To derive the result above, we
used the fact that, in the adjoint representation, the generators Xα are normalized
as:
Tr (XαXβ) = −12δαβ , (adjoint) . (5.2.2)
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Note, however, that Eq. (5.2.1) follows exclusively from the algebra of the group
and the symmetry breaking pattern, and it is valid in any representation.
The coset vielbein is trivial because the broken generators are all internal.
Therefore, the covariant derivatives of the Goldstones πα are simply
∇µπα = 2fαβγ(U−1∂µU)βγ . (5.2.3)
Moreover, the Maurer-Cartan form does not have components along the unbroken
generators, and therefore the coset covariant derivatives defined in (5.1.4) reduce to
ordinary partial derivatives, i.e. ∇µ = ∂µ.
Because the commutators of the broken generators Xα with the unbroken gener-
ators TA of Gdiag read
[TA, Xβ] = −fAβγXγ, (5.2.4)
the covariant derivatives ∇µπα transform in the adjoint representation under Gdiag.
The effective Lagrangian must be manifestly invariant under all unbroken symmetries,





where F is the symmetry breaking scale, and the factor of 1/8 has been added for
later convenience. At lowest order in the Goldstones, the covariant derivatives are
equal to ordinary derivatives, i.e. ∇µπα ' ∂µπα+O(π∂π), and thus, the canonically
22We are working with a metric with “mostly minus” signature.
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normalized fields are φα ≡ Fπα/2. Higher derivative corrections to the Lagrangian
(5.2.5) contain either higher powers of ∇µπα, or additional ordinary derivatives (as
opposed to covariant, because the coset connection in (5.2.1) vanishes).
One of the advantages of the coset construction is that it does not rely on a
specific representation of GL × GR. This makes it explicit that the dynamics of
the Goldstone modes depends solely on the symmetry breaking pattern, and not
on the particular representation of the order parameter that realizes it. However,
it can be instructive to rewrite the lowest order Lagrangian (5.2.5) that we ob-
tained from the coset construction by assuming a particular representation. This
will allow us to recast our result in a form that the reader might be more familiar with.
To this end, we notice that Eqs. (5.2.1) and (5.2.3) imply that the following
identity must be valid in any representation:
(U−1∂µU)IJ = ∇µπα(Xα)IJ . (5.2.6)
with UIJ ≡ (eπ
αXα)IJ . In an arbitrary representation of an arbitrary group, the Xα’s
are normalized according to
Tr (XαXβ) = −T δαβ, (5.2.7)
where T is the index of the representation. For instance, the indices of the fun-
damental representations of SU(N) and SO(N) are respectively equal to 1/2 and
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2 [99]. Using the result (5.2.6) together with the normalization condition (5.2.7), it




Tr (∂µU−1∂µU) . (5.2.8)
In the particular case of the fundamental representation of G = SU(N), this reduces
to the standard expression for the lowest order Lagrangian in chiral perturbation
theory [212].
5.2.2 Alternative Coset Parametrization
The explicit form of the covariant derivatives (5.2.3) crucially relies on our choice
that the broken generators Xα entering the coset parametrization (5.1.1) be the
generators of GL. This choice is convenient because in this case the Xα’s span a
subgroup, but of course it is not the only possible one, since the notion of broken
generator is always determined only up to the addition of unbroken generators.
Different choices for the Xα’s lead to coset parametrizations which are related to
each other by field redefinitions of the Goldstones.
Another natural choice for the broken generators is Xα =
1√
2
(JLα−JRα ), where JL,Rα
are the generators of GL,R. It is easy see that the components of the Maurer-Cartan
form in this case read

















α )) generators, we can read off the coset covariant
derivatives and connections in this new parametrization:




The effective Lagrangian at lowest order in the derivative expansion is still (5.2.5),
but now with a slightly different expression for ∇µπα. Higher derivative corrections
involve higher powers of ∇µπα, or covariant derivatives ∇µf ≡ ∂µf + [Aαµ Tα, f ]. In
what follows, we will use this alternative coset parametrization to write down all
non-redundant contributions to the NLSM effective Lagrangian up to eighth order
in derivatives. This will enable us to leverage results that have already been derived
in the context of chiral perturbation theory [213–218].
5.2.3 Higher-Derivative Corrections for G = SU(N)
We will now specialize our analysis to the case where G = SU(N) and work in
the large-N limit. This will allow us to focus directly on those terms that are
relevant for the double copy construction—see Sec. 5.4.1 for more details—and as
an added bonus will also reduce the overall number of terms we need to include in
the Lagrangian. Moreover, we will omit redundant terms that can be eliminated by
a field redefinition (because these are proportional to the lowest order equations of
motion), by performing integrations by parts, or by using the Bianchi and Levi-Civita
identities summarized in Appendix B.
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Another property that can be used to simplify the Lagrangian after expanding














where the first term, which would not be present for G = U(N), leads to terms that
are subleading in the large-N limit. For particular values of N there exist additional
trace relations that can further reduce the basis of operators in the Lagrangian, but
since we are interested in results that have more general validity we will not employ
these here.
In order to make our notation a little more more compact, we will work with a
particular representation of SU(N)—the fundamental representation—and we will
define the quantity
(uµ)IJ ≡ ∇µπα(Xα)IJ . (5.2.12)
We can then express the lowest order effective Lagrangian (5.2.5) directly in terms






Once again, the canonically normalized field is φα = Fπα/2.
The next-to-leading order correction to this Lagrangian contains four derivatives
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and an arbitrary number of Goldstone fields, and reads [213]
L(4)NLSM = c1Tr (u
µuνuµuν) + c2Tr (uµu
µuνu
ν) + · · · , (5.2.14)
where the ci’s are constant dimensionless coefficients, and the ellipsis represents
terms with more than one trace, which are negligible in the large N limit [219]. In
the particular case of N = 3, the first term is redundant and can be expressed as
a combination of the second one with terms involving more than one trace [212];
for N = 2 the second term is also redundant, and therefore all terms with four
derivatives can be written as multi-trace terms [212].
At fourth order in derivatives, there is an additional single-trace term that can be
added to the Lagrangian. This is the Wess-Zumino-Witten (WZW) term [220,221],
and unlike the terms in (5.2.14) it is invariant under G only up to a total derivative.
This term can be built by extending the base manifold to 5 dimensions, and
introducing the invariant, exact 5-form
dβ ≡ Tr(uµuνuλuρuσ) dxµ ∧ dxν ∧ dxλ ∧ dxρ ∧ dxσ . (5.2.15)
Up to an overall coefficient, the integral of the 4-form β over the space-time manifold
is the WZW term. It is the only 4-derivative term in the Lagrangian that gives rise
to odd-point functions. For instance, at leading order in an expansion in canonically










Notice that the WZW term vanishes for N = 2, whereas for N = 3 the coefficient c
is famously quantized [221]. Moreover, this term breaks the Z2 symmetry φ→ −φ,
also known as intrinsic parity. Thus, this term (and others) can in principle be
omitted, if desired, by requiring that such a symmetry be preserved.





d1Tr (u · uhµνhµν) + d2Tr (hµνuρhµνuρ) + d3Tr (hµνuρhµρuν)
+ e1Tr(hµνu




+ f2Tr (u · uuµ u · u uµ) +f3Tr (u · uuµuνuµuν) +f4Tr (uµuνuρuµuνuρ)
+ f5Tr (uµuνuρu
µuρuν) +· · ·
}
, (5.2.17)
where hµν = ∇µuν +∇νuµ , and the ellipsis again denotes multi-trace contributions
which are negligible in the large-N limit. Moreover, the terms proportional to the ei
coefficients break intrinsic parity, just like the Wess-Zumino term does, and give rise
to odd-point amplitudes.





g1Tr (∇µuν∇νuρ∇ρuσ∇σuµ) + g2Tr (∇µuν∇ρuµ∇σuρ∇νuσ)




where the ellipsis now denotes both multi-trace terms and terms whose leading
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contribution in an expansion in powers of fields contains more than four Goldstones.23
In what follows we will not need these terms, since we will be calculating the 5- and
6-point functions only up to O(p6).
5.3 Higher-Order Lagrangian for the Special
Galileon
We now turn our attention to the higher derivative corrections to the Special Galileon.
Our goal is to find the most general action invariant under the SGal symmetries in
four space-time dimensions. These symmetries act on the SGal field as [134]




µxν + α2sµν∂µπ∂νπ , (5.3.1c)
where c, bµ, and sµν (the latter being traceless and symmetric) are the parameters of
the symmetry transformations, while α is a constant that is convenient to introduce
for normalization purposes. If π is a canonically-normalized field, then α must have
dimensions of (mass)−3, i.e. α ≡ 1/Λ3. While ordinary galileons are only invariant
under the first two shift symmetries [222], the Special Galileon also satisfies the
third one [134]. The fact that δsπ ∼ x2 endows the leading order Special Galileon
field with a particularly soft infrared behavior [126].
23The remaining single-trace terms at eighth order in derivatives are the terms 45-66 and 119-
135 listed in the supplemental material http://home.thep.lu.se/∼bijnens/chpt/basis.pdf
of [218].
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5.3.1 Coset Construction and Lowest-Order Effective
Lagrangian
As is the case for any theory with non-linearly realized symmetries, the SGal theory
can also be obtained from a coset construction. This was first carried out in four
dimensions in [129], and later extended to arbitrary dimensions in [223]. We will
now briefly review this construction, and in the next subsection we will use it to
systematically write down higher-derivative corrections in four dimensions.
The symmetry transformations (5.3.1) are associated, respectively, with some
generators C,Qa, and Sab, which, together with the generators of the Poincaré group
(Pa and Jab) satisfy the following algebra [134]:
[Pa, Qb] = ηabC , (5.3.2a)
[Jab, Qν ] = ηacQb − ηbcQa , (5.3.2b)




[Qa, Sbc] = −α2
(






[Sab, Scd] = α
2 (ηacJbd + ηbcJad + ηbdJac + ηadJbc) , (5.3.2e)
[Jab, Scd] = ηacSbd − ηbcSad + ηadScb − ηbdSca . (5.3.2f)
The coset parametrization is, as usual, the most general symmetry transformation








The generators of Lorentz transformations, Jab, are instead realized linearly, which
means that Lorentz invariance of the Lagrangian will be manifest. The Maurer-
Cartan form can be calculated using the algebra (5.3.2). It takes the form
Ω−1dΩ = ωaPPa + ω
a











µ = (cosασ)abdxb − α (sinασ)abdξb (5.3.5)
ωC = ∇aπ Eaµdxµ = dπ + ξadxa (5.3.6)
























and Σabcd ≡ σac δbd − σbdδac . Notice that, despite appearances, these building blocks only
depend on even powers of α. This is because the algebra depends on α2, not on α.
Moreover, one can always eliminate α2 from the algebra by an appropriate rescaling
of the generators, and therefore only its sign is really physical.
Since we are considering a space-time algebra, the number of broken symmetries
does not correspond to the number of Goldstone bosons, and we can apply inverse
Higgs constraints that allow us to eliminate some of these modes. In particular, we
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can demand that
∇aπ = 0 , (5.3.10a)
∇aξb +∇bξa − 12ηab∇cξ
c = 0 , (5.3.10b)
and solve these equations to express ξa and σab in terms of derivatives of π as
follows [223]:











Of course, this simply reflects the fact that we only need a single field π to non-
linearly realize the Special Galileon symmetries, as shown in Eq. (5.3.1).
At lowest order in the derivative expansion, the Lagrangian for any Galileon
field (not just the special one) is invariant under the symmetries only up to a total
derivative, i.e. the leading terms are WZW terms [204]. In the particular case of the
Special Galileon, other than the tadpole, there is only one such term. Following the
standard procedure to write down WZW terms [224], it can be built by considering










ωaQ ∧ ωbQ ∧ ωcQ ∧ ωdQ + ωaQ ∧ ωbQ ∧ ωcP ∧ ωdP +
1
6




Up to an overall constant, the coefficient of the 4-form β is equal to the leading














Higher order terms in the Lagrangian for the Special Galileon are exactly invariant
under all the symmetries. These can be built using the following ingredients:
1. The components of the Goldstones’ covariant derivatives that have not been
set to zero by imposing inverse Higgs constraints. A priori, these would be
∇aξa,∇[aξb], and ∇aσbc. However, after solving the inverse Higgs constraint
(5.3.10b) one finds that ∇[aξb] = 0 [223]. Thus, the only non-trivial components
are ∇aξa and ∇aσbc.
2. Additional covariant derivatives, which according to Eq. (5.1.4) are defined
using the unbroken Lorentz generators24 as ∇a ≡ (E−1)aµ∂µ + 12A
bc
a Jbc.
3. The determinant of the coset vierbein Eµ
a, to make the integration measure
in the action invariant under the non-linearly realized symmetries.
Based on the building blocks listed above, we conclude that the most general action





LSGal + det(E) ∆L(∇aξa,∇aσbc,∇a)
]
, (5.3.14)
where ∆L contains all possible Lorentz-invariant combinations of its arguments.
In Sec. 5.4.2, we will use this Lagrangian to study the scattering amplitudes of
the Special Galileon. In order to be exactly invariant under the standard galileon
24With normalization conventions for the generators, (Jab)cd = ηacηbd − ηadηbc.
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symmetry, all higher derivative corrections in ∆L must have at least two derivatives
acting on each field π. Hence, we will write ∆L =
∑∞
n=0 ∆L(2n), where the superscript
2n refers to the number of additional derivatives. For example, keeping in mind
that ∇ξ ∼ O(0) and ∇σ ∼ O(1) according to this derivative counting, the first two
contributions to ∆L are
∆L(0) =A(∇ξ) , (5.3.15)
∆L(2) =B1(∇ξ)∇b∇b∇aξa +B2(∇ξ)∇b∇aξa∇b∇cξc +B3(∇ξ)∇a∇bσab (5.3.16)
+ [B4(∇ξ)ηabηdeηcf +B5(∇ξ)ηadηbeηcf +B6(∇ξ)εabdeηcf ]∇aσbc∇dσef
where A and Bi are functions of ∇aξa that admit a Taylor expansion around zero.
Notice that higher coset covariant derivatives cannot be integrated by parts as one
might naively expect. Therefore, say, the first two terms in (5.3.16) are independent
structures that are both allowed by the symmetries.
In order to calculate the 4-point function at O(p12) we only need to consider
operators in ∆L(0), ∆L(2) and ∆L(4) that can give rise to quartic self-interactions.
To calculate the 5-point function at O(p10) and the 6-pt function at O(p12), we also
include in ∆L(0) those operators that contribute at fifth and sixth order in the fields.
To obtain explicit expressions for the interaction vertices we will use the following
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expansions in powers of π:






















































































































where [· · · ] denotes a trace over the Lorentz indices. For example, [(∂∂π)3] stands
for ∂µ∂νπ∂
ν∂ρπ∂
ρ∂µπ. The number of operators in ∆L(2n) grows quickly with n.
However, this state of affairs simplifies considerably when one realizes that the only
non-vanishing tree-level contributions to n-point on-shell amplitudes can come from
O(πm) vertices with m 6 n and with at most n−m powers of π. This is because
factors of π vanish on-shell, and therefore can be ignored unless they are acting on
internal lines of Feynman diagrams. As a result, the only operators that are relevant
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to our calculations are




∆L(2) → b1∇aσbc∇aσbc + b2∇aσac∇bσbc (5.3.21)
∆L(4) → c1∇aσde∇aσbc∇bσdf∇cσef + c2∇aσbd∇aσbc∇cσef∇dσef + c3(∇aσbc∇aσbc)2
+ c4∇a∇bσcd∇a∇bσcd + c5∇aσcd∇a∇b∇bσcd + c6∇aσcd∇a∇b∇cσbd
+ c7∇aσbd∇a∇b∇cσcd + c8∇a∇a∇bσcd∇bσcd + c9∇a∇b∇aσcd∇bσcd
+ c10∇a∇b∇cσad∇bσcd . (5.3.22)
A few comments are in order at this point. First, we have omitted from ∆L(4)
those operators that, despite being linearly independent from the ones shown, would
yield redundant interactions at quartic order. Second, it is easy to see that this
Lagrangian will give rise to higher derivative corrections to the 2-point function of the
form πnπ. From an EFT viewpoint, these terms should be treated perturbatively
as one does with any other higher-derivative interaction, and not used to modify the
propagator. (See for instance footnote 1 in [225] for a brief discussion of this point.)
Finally, the second operator in ∆L(0) gives rise to a cubic vertex. Nevertheless, this
vertex does not contribute to the scattering amplitudes since it vanishes when one
leg is on-shell. Similarly, higher derivative 3-point vertices that do not vanish when
one leg is on-shell (such as the 8th derivative ones arising from ∇b∇b∇aξa, and
∇a∇bσab), do not spoil the soft limit due to the large number of momentum factors
involved in them. In fact, it has been argued in [226] that using the leading order
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equations of motion one can show that these operators shouldn’t contribute to the
scattering amplitudes.
5.4 Compatibility with the Double Copy
In this section we will analyze the corrections to the 4-, 5- and 6-point amplitudes
of the NLSM and SGal that follow from the higher derivative operators introduced
in the previous two sections. We will be particularly interested in understanding the
extent to which these corrections are compatible with the double copy procedure.
5.4.1 NLSM Scattering Amplitudes
We do this first for the NLSM introduced in Sec. 5.2.3 are compatible with the
double copy procedure. To this end, we will expand the operators in Eqs. (5.2.14),
(5.2.16), (5.2.17), and (5.2.18) in powers of fields, and use the resulting interactions
to calculate the 4-, 5-, and 6-point on-shell amplitudes for the Goldstones.
An important point to notice is that, in order to be compatible with color-
kinematics duality, the color structure of the scattering amplitudes must satisfy
Jacobi identities. This is a necessary but not sufficient condition to guarantee the
existence of the double copy, since one also needs the correct kinematic behavior.
Focusing on the color factors arising from the higher-order corrections to the NLSM,
one sees that multi-trace color factors can arise at tree level. Crucially, for a general
SU(N) group these are not related to the single-trace color factors, and the color
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factors associated with multi-trace operators in the Lagrangian would not necessarily
satisfy Jacobi identities. Whether or not these terms are compatible with a (mod-
ified) double copy procedure is still unknown. For examples in which multi-trace
terms are analyzed and generalized BCJ relations are considered see [46,108,227].
From now on, we will neglect the multi-trace terms, noting that, as we discussed
in Sec. 5.2.3, the large-N limit makes our approach self-consistent. Restricting our
attention to single-trace operators we can write the scattering amplitudes in terms
of color-ordered amplitudes. Our explicit results for A4 up to O(p8), and for A5 and
A6 up to O(p6) can be found in Appendix C.1.
The existence of a double copy also requires the color-ordered amplitudes to
have a special kinematic structure. In fact, we must demand that they satisfy the
KK [193] and BCJ [2] relations. The fact that the leading order NLSM amplitudes
arising from the Lagrangian in Eq. (5.2.13) satisfy these relations was shown in [45].
Imposing that these conditions are satisfied places constraints on the dimensionless
coefficients that appear in Eqs. (5.2.14), (5.2.16), (5.2.17) and (5.2.18), as we will
now discuss.
Let us start by considering the color-ordered 4-point amplitude. The most general
form it can take while satisfying the KK and BCJ relations up to eighth order in
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derivatives is [189]






t(s2 + t2 + u2) +
C8
F 8
t(stu) + · · · , (5.4.1)
where s, t and u are the usual Mandelstam variables, and Ci are constants with the
subscript “i” labeling the powers of momenta in the corresponding term. As we
already alluded to in the introduction, this amplitude corresponds to that of the
Abelian Z-theory [43]. The first term in particular follows directly from the lowest
order NLSM Lagrangian in Eq. (5.2.13).
We would like to understand what constraints need to be imposed on the
coefficients of higher order corrections to recover an amplitude of the form (5.4.1).














This satisfies the KK relations above if c1 = −c2, but the BCJ relation cannot be
satisfied. We must therefore set c1 = c2 = 0, which is consistent with the fact that
(5.4.1) does not contain any term quartic in momenta. Although there is no 1/F 4
correction that is compatible with color-kinematics duality, it is interesting to point
out that there exists a 1/F 4 correction that satisfies the NLSM double soft limit and
reads A4 ∝ st/F 4 [191]. One should note that this amplitude cannot be obtained
from Eq.(5.2.14). When it comes to the 6- and 8-derivative corrections, one can
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show that they satisfy both the KK and BCJ relations only if
d3 = d1 + d2, g1 + g2 = 0 and g3 + 2g4 = 0 .
Moving on to the 5-point amplitude, we must require that all the contributions
with less than 14 derivatives vanish. This is because, as discussed in the introduction,
the leading color-ordered 5-point amplitude that is compatible with color-kinematics
duality is known to have 14 derivatives [189]. This means that the coefficient in front
of the Wess-Zumino term must vanish. Similarly, we must have e1 = 0 in Eq. (5.2.17).
It is also interesting to explore whether the 14th derivative order 5-point amplitude
which is compatible with color-kinematics duality can be obtained from a Lagrangian
satisfying the NLSM symmetries. In order to make some progress towards this
question, we will make a few extra assumptions. Assuming that the pions are
pseudoscalars and that the theory is invariant under Parity, φa(t,x)→ −φa(t,−x);
it has been shown that only terms with odd number of Levi-Civita tensors have odd
numbers of Goldstones [221]. In this case, the general form of the 5-point NLSM
amplitude is








4 Γ(p1, p2, p3, p4, p5) , (5.4.3)
where Γ is some scalar function constructed from the Goldstone momenta. Rather
than calculating this amplitude explicitly by considering all possible terms in the
Lagrangian that could contribute up to O(p14), we have followed a different ap-
proach. We have constructed the most general 5-point amplitude of the form (5.4.3)
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at O(p14) and verified explicitly that it cannot satisfy the KK and BCJ relations.
This means that the term found in [189] cannot be invariant under the NLSM
symmetries when considering pseudoscalar pions in a parity invariant theory. In a
more general NLSM setting, a 5-point amplitude at 14th derivative order could arise
from two different kinds of operators. The contact terms could come from operators
of the form ∇4(∇u)5 and ∇8(∇u)3. Meanwhile, the pole terms would come from a
4-point vertex of order pn and a 3-point vertex of order p16−n which comes from an
operator ∇10−n(∇u)3. The calculation of the amplitude arising from these terms
seems intractable and would not be perform here.
Finally, we consider the 6-point amplitude up to O(p6). The 4-derivative contri-
bution to this amplitude vanishes by virtue of the requirements already imposed
on the 4-point amplitude. Meanwhile, the 6-derivative contribution arising from
Eq. (5.2.17) satisfies the KK and BCJ relations if
d3 = d1 + d2, f3 = −8d1, f4 = −
8
3
(2d1 + 5d2), and f5 = 8(d1 + 2d2) .






, f1 = −
1
12




5.4.2 SGal Scattering Amplitudes
We now consider the scattering amplitudes arising from the higher derivative Special
Galileon Lagrangian. Explicit expression for the 4- and 6-point amplitudes up to
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O(p12) can be found in Appendix D.
Before turning our attention to the double copy, it is worth discussing briefly




















(c2 + c3 + c4)
(
s6 + t6 + u6
)
+O(p14) . (5.4.4)
The fact that the term with 8 derivatives is not present comes from a non-trivial
cancellation happening in det(E). This cancellation is crucial to have a soft theorem
with degree σ = 3. By comparing our results with the ones obtained with the
soft bootstrap method [189], we find agreement. The term s6 + t6 + u6 receives
contributions proportional to the coefficients c2, c3 and c4. We have checked ex-
plicitly that these coefficients can enter the 6-point amplitude without affecting
the enhanced soft limit. In fact, the authors of [189] agree that such term is possible.25
We note that the leading contribution to the 5-point amplitude arising in the soft
bootstrap case at O(p14) does not come from a Lagrangian with Special Galileon
symmetry. This amplitude could arise from terms such as εbcde∇b∇c∇d∇e∇aξa and
εbcde∇b∇c∇d∇aσea, nevertheless the resulting amplitude vanishes. As a matter of
fact, up to the 14th derivative order we have checked that all contributions to the
5-point amplitude vanish. This is consistent with the results found in [226]. While
25Private communication with the authors of [189].
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a proof for all derivative orders is unavailable, these results seem to indicate that
odd-point amplitudes arising from a Special Galileon invariant theory vanish on-shell.
We now compare the Special Galileon amplitudes with the double copy of the
most general color-ordered scalar amplitudes satisfying the KK and BCJ relations.
While the even-point amplitudes correspond to the NLSM ones with dimensionless
coefficients constrained as in the previous section, we will also include for complete-
ness a 5-point amplitude A∗5 at 14th derivative order which does not arise from the
NLSM Lagrangian, and yet enjoys the same single soft limit. Using these building
blocks, we can construct the double copy using the KLT relations in Eq. (??). By
comparing the scattering amplitudes obtained from the SGal Lagrangian with the
ones obtained from the KLT double copy shown above, we find that we need to
set c2 = c3 = c4 = 0 since the term s
6 + t6 + u6 does not arise in the double copy.
This shows that, by constraining the coefficients of the allowed operators in both
the NLSM and the SGal, we can maintain their relation through the double copy.
At this point, we lack a compelling argument which explains these constraints, but
we discuss some possibilities in the next section. To conclude, we should mention
that the leading order 5-point amplitude that can be obtained as the double copy
of a colored scalar arises at O(p32). Understanding whether this could arise from
a Special Galileon invariant action is beyond the scope of this thesis, but it would
seem implausible given that all the computed odd-point amplitudes vanish on-shell.
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5.5 Discussion
We have constructed the higher derivative Lagrangians for both the non-linear
sigma model and the Special Galileon by using building blocks given by the coset
construction. The explicit form of these Lagrangians would be particularly im-
portant to calculate the radiation emitted at higher orders in the context of the
classical perturbative double copy of [67]. Here, however, we focused on the on-shell
scattering amplitudes arising from these shift-symmetric Lagrangians, and discussed
their compatibility with the double copy. A pictorial summary of our results is
provided in Figure 5.1.
For the NLSM, we have analyzed whether it is possible to obtain amplitudes
which satisfy the KK and BCJ relations by imposing constraints on the dimensionless
coefficients appearing in our Lagrangian. We showed that this is possible for the
4-point amplitude up to the 8th derivative order. On the other hand, we found
that the leading order 5-point amplitude which satisfies KK and BCJ relations
does not arise from a theory invariant under the U(N)-NLSM symmetries and
parity. For the 6-point amplitude, we have found that the NLSM amplitudes up
to O(p6) can satisfy these relations provided the coupling constants satisfy certain
constraints. At this stage, we are not aware of any symmetry that would enforce
these constraints. Moreover, we have not explored whether these tunings happen to










Figure 5.1: Diagram showing the relations between the even-point scattering ampli-
tudes for different definitions of the NLSM and the SGal. The even-point amplitudes
that are compatible with the double copy are also compatible with the NLSM and
SGal symmetries. With respect to the odd-point amplitudes, there is a 5-point
amplitude at the 14th derivative order which satisfies the KK and BCJ relations.
We have shown that this amplitude cannot arise from NLSM Lagrangian involving a
Levi-Civita. Nevertheless, it could be possible that it is compatible with the NLSM
symmetries. The double copy of this term leads to a 5-point amplitude at the 32nd
derivative order which could arise from the Special Galileon but is not considered
here.
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still admit more than one free parameter. In principle, it might seem surprising
that an amplitude with more than one free parameter satisfies the KK and BCJ
relations, but we believe that this is due to the fact that, when this happens, the
σ = 1 soft limit is trivially satisfied. It is also relevant to mention that the Abelian
Z-theory amplitudes correspond to a subset of the constrained NLSM amplitudes
involving only one free parameter. When combined, these results show that, at least
up to the derivative order we have considered, the most general colored-scalar theory
compatible with color-kinematics duality is not merely a subset of the U(N)-NLSM.
We have also explicitly constructed the higher-order Lagrangian invariant under
the Special Galileon symmetries, and have used this to understand the disagreement
between the different definitions of the Special Galileon. It was previously shown
that the even-point amplitudes of a scalar field with soft degree σ = 3, except for the
s6 + t6 + u6 term, match the scattering amplitudes obtained as the double copy of
the most general colored scalar satisfying the KK and BCJ relations [189]. In [189],
it was also shown that there is a 5-point amplitude with soft degree σ = 3 but
too few momenta to arise from the double copy. This is the first instance in which
the definitions of the Special Galileon based on its soft limit or the double copy
procedure have turned out to be inequivalent; in other words, the most general
scalar field amplitudes with a soft degree σ = 3 do not correspond to the double
copy of the most general colored scalar satisfying the KK and BCJ relations. In
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order to restore the equivalence, one could only consider even-point amplitudes and
remove the s6 + t6 + u6 term from the 4-point amplitude.
In our construction, we are able to constrain the dimensionless coefficients on
both the NLSM and the SGal side in order to maintain their relation through
the double copy. This is possible since only the even terms (up to the computed
derivative orders) on the NLSM side satisfy the KK and BCJ relations, this matches
the fact that the only non-vanishing amplitudes of the SGal are the even ones. It
would be interesting to analyze the origin on the constraints set on the Wilsonian
coefficients of these EFTs. A possibility worth exploring is if these constraints are
related to the positivity bounds of EFTs that allow for a local, analytic, unitary UV
completion [228,229].
We have also discussed whether the 5-point amplitude arising as the double
copy of the 14th derivative color-ordered amplitude which satisfies KK and BCJ
relations could come from a theory with the SGal symmetries. We do not construct
this amplitude since its calculation through Feynman rules seems intractable. De-
veloping amplitude methods along the lines of the soft bootstrap method applied
in [98] that can compute higher order corrections appears to be a more promising
approach. Nevertheless, it seems unlikely that odd-point amplitudes arise from the
SGal invariant action;, a complete proof could follow the lines of the analysis in [226].
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As summarized in Fig.5.1, the results for both the NLSM and the SGal higher
order amplitudes tell us that the definitions of the exceptional scalar theories based




Concluding Remarks and Future
Directions
We have not yet reached a complete understanding of the origin of the double copy
and its full range of applications. While it is clear that the color-kinematics duality
is an important ingredient, this is not always manifest when looking at classical
solutions. It could be the case that this duality is hidden and we need to pick the
right variables to be able to see it. It is also worthwhile to fully understand what is
the physical or mathematical principle that tells us which theories can be related
in this web of color-kinematics replacements. While string theory amplitudes can
guide us in this question, we have seen that there are more general cases that are
compatible with the double copy. Here, we have explored classical extensions of
the double copy to curved spacetimes and (2+1)-dimensions. We also analyzed the
double copy of effective field theories both in the classical context and for scattering
amplitudes arising from higher derivative corrections.
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Regarding the Kerr-Schild double copy, some of our results are yet to find a
completely satisfactory interpretation. One of these is the ambiguity in choosing kµ
and φ, even after imposing that kµ is geodetic, shear-free, and twist-free. In Sec.
1.3.1 we were able to track down the origin of this ambiguity by extracting Maxwell’s
equations from the contraction of the Ricci tensor and a Killing vector by using the
Einstein equations. In all the examples we have given, we have fixed this ambiguity
in a way such that the single and zeroth copies obtained were ‘reasonable’. In flat
space, this an obvious definition since one just needs to require that ∇2φ = y j,
but in curved space there is no obvious guiding principle. We have yet to identify
the exact property required by the null vector and scalar to give rise to the correct
copies. This could be related to the fact that, when considering the BCJ double
copy, the kinematic factors need to be in BCJ form, where the kinematics factors
satisfy the same algebra as the color factors. It is possible that the null vector needs
to satisfy a relation that is the analogue of this, but we are not aware of such a
relation. We have also found that the time-independent and the time-dependent
copies satisfy different equations. For the time-independent case, the scalar copy
equation of motion includes an extra factor proportional to the Ricci scalar. In the
time-dependent case, this extra factor appears in the equation for the gauge field.
These extra factors correspond in both cases to mass terms; this means that the
Yang-Mills copy corresponds to a theory with broken gauge symmetry. The reasons
for these differences between the stationary and wave solutions remains elusive.
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One interesting future direction consists of finding an extension of the Kerr-Schild
copy by considering metrics in a non-Kerr-Schild form. For example, not all waves in
d > 4 can be written in Kerr-Schild form [230], but there are examples that can be
written in extended Kerr-Schild (xKS) form [231, 232]. This xKS form considers the
use of a spatial vector orthogonal to the Kerr-Schild null vector. If the Kundt-waves
are of Petrov Type III, they cannot be written in Kerr-Schild form [124]. Another
example of an xKS space time is the charged Chong, Cvetič, Lu, and Pope solution in
supergravity [233, 234]. Several studies have already extended this class of solutions
to include multiple Kerr-Schild terms [70], time dependence [71], type D space-
times [87], as well as examining how source terms are related in the two theories [72].
Investigations of non-perturbative aspects have been carried out in refs. [78,144–146].
An alternative body work has looked at matching up gauge and gravity solutions in a
wide catalog of linearized theories in arbitrary gauges [88–90,92–95,235,236]. A rele-
vant class of solutions that remains elusive in this context corresponds to cosmological
solutions. It would be interesting to understand if an FRW metric can be obtained
as the double copy of a gauge theory. Another possible application of the Kerr-Schild
double copy in curved spacetimes may be in the context of AdS/CFT. The holo-
graphic duals to the gravitational AdS solutions that we have considered above have
been largely studied in the literature and it is possible that one could extend the
copy procedure to the CFT side of the duality, although this is extremely speculative.
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When analyzing the double copy in three dimensions, we were able to construct a
new black hole solution, corresponding to a phantom black hole with scalar hair. This
shows that the classical double copy can be useful to find new gravitational solutions.
It would be interesting to study the thermodynamic properties of this 3-dimensional
phantom black hole. Phantom black holes and their thermodynamic properties have
previously been studied, for example in [237,238]. Another interesting direction is
to consider time dependent solutions for the dilaton and also including additional
fields and matter.
Regarding the classical double copy of radiation, it would be interesting to
understand if an explicit realization of the dipole moment Maµ , for example in terms
of a spin operator that evolves consistently with the field equations, could simplify
the color-kinematics replacements. Another possibility is to consider a different
Lagrangian realization of these theories which only has cubic interactions as in [52].
This different choice of variables could make the color-kinematics duality more clear,
but the couplings to point particles more involved. Another interesting question is
whether it is possible to construct a wider web of classical color-kinematics relations,
in the spirit of [40,44]. This web should include not only Yang-Mills, gravity, and
the scalar theories we have considered here, but also other theories whose amplitudes
admit a CHY representation—e.g. Born-Infeld theory, Dirac-Born-Infeld theory,
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and others.
It is clear that there has been a large amount of progress in recent years towards
understanding the possibility of a classical realization of the double copy. Neverthe-
less, there are still many open questions such as an explicit relationship to the BCJ
double copy for all the different types of classical double copies. For the specific case
of the double copy of radiation at leading order, this relationship was introduced
in [60,64,65]. In the case of the Kerr-Schild double copy, some studies suggest that
this relation should exist [83,84].
Besides the new interesting classical realizations of the double copy, other in-
teresting extensions of this procedure consist of understanding the operators that
are compatible with a color-kinematics duality. We have tackled this question by
looking at higher derivative corrections of scalar EFTs and understanding different
properties such as shift symmetries and soft limits. An open question in our analysis
is whether odd-point amplitudes that satisfy the KK and BCJ relations can arise
from a NLSM invariant theory and if their double copy is SGal invariant. Using
Lagrangian methods to solve this question seems intractable. Instead, it would be
interesting to understand if constructions such as the one in [187] only give rise to
amplitudes coming from an NLSM invariant action in order to compute higher order
amplitudes more effectively. On the other hand, Lagrangians can be relevant in
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other contexts, such as the construction of classical double copies. As we mentioned
in the introduction, there are various methods for computing the higher derivative
on-shell scattering amplitudes, but only a few that also obtain the corresponding
Lagrangians. Given this, it would be interesting to explore whether the most general
higher derivative corrections compatible with the double copy can be obtained as a
dimensional reduction of higher-order operators of Yang-Mills theories and gravity,
in the spirit of [40, 52,119].
The scattering amplitudes and double copy are quickly evolving fields. In this
thesis, we have made progress towards understanding different kinds of possible
extensions to the standard double copy relation. Nevertheless, it is clear that several
open questions remain to be addressed.
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Appendix A
No Fluid Interpretation of the
(2+1)d Point Particle Double
Copy Stress-Energy Tensor
In section 3.3.2, we have seen that the stress-energy tensor generated by double-
copying a gauge theory point charge (Eq. (3.3.8)) in (2+1) dimensions can be
associated with a dilaton profile. In this appendix, we ask whether it is possible to
instead associate this with a viscous fluid. For the latter, the stress tensor has the
generic form
Tµν = ρ uµuν + P γµν − ζθγµν + 2ησµν + Πρ γρ(µuν) . (A.0.1)
where ρ is the energy density, P the pressure, η the shear viscosity, ζ the bulk
viscosity, θ ≡ γνµ∇νuµ the expansion, and Πρ the momentum density. The metric
of the surface perpendicular to the four velocity uµ is
γµν = gµν + uµuν , (A.0.2)
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In vacuum (2+1) dimensional gravity there is no shear, but the situation can change
in the presence of matter.
We will now assume that the stress tensor for the double copy of the static charge
can be written as in Eq.(A.0.1). With this assumption, the fluid properties can be
extracted from the stress tensor as
ρ = Tµνu
µuν , (A.0.4)
2(P − ζθ) = Tµνγµρ γνρ , (A.0.5)
Πρ = Tµνγ
ρνuµ . (A.0.6)
Working in Kerr-Schild coordinates, that is, with the metric given by Eq.(3.3.7), we
can see that the four velocity is given by
uµ =
1√
1 + 4GM log(r)
(1, 0, 0) , (A.0.7)
and thus
ρ = − M
4πr2
, P − ζθ = P = 0 , Πρ = (0, 0, 0) , σµν = 0 . (A.0.8)
From these, we see that the covariant derivative of the four-velocity can be written
as
∇µuν = −u̇µuν . (A.0.9)
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This describes changes in the relative position of the worldlines of two neighboring
timelike observers. Note that the shear, vorticity, and expansion are zero. Thus,
the shape of the cross-sectional area orthogonal to the timelike geodesic flow is
not deformed as we move along the geodesics. This behavior is specific for the
congruence constructed above, but in general it could be possible to find cases where
the area orthogonal to the flow is deformed.
Using the above result, we can find a discrepancy in the assumption that the
stress tensor of Eq.(3.3.8) is the stress tensor of a viscous fluid with four-velocity





ν = P γµν − ζθγµν + 2ησµν = 0 ,
for the stress tensor in Eq.(3.3.8) we have










Thus, the stress tensor of the double copy can be written as
Tµν = ρ uµuν + Σµν . (A.0.10)
Since Σµν cannot be interpreted as a property of a fluid, this implies that the stress
tensor of Eq.(3.3.8) does not correspond to a viscous fluid. Note that we could
identify the stress tensor in Eq.(3.3.8) with that of a “Euclidean” perfect fluid if we
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consider a spacelike four-velocity. This is easily seen by considering uµ ∝ ∂µϕ where
∂µϕ is given by Eq.(3.3.13).
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Appendix B
Useful Identities for Simplifying
the NLSM Lagrangian
When considering the alternative coset parametrization for the NLSM of Section
5.2.2, we have a non-zero connection given by Eq.(5.2.10b). The geometric structure
of the coset space allows us to define a field strength, Γµν , corresponding to this
connection by
[∇µ,∇ν ]X = [Γµν , X] , Γµν =
1
4
[uµ, uν ] . (B.0.1)
This field strength satisfies the Bianchi identity
∇µΓνρ +∇νΓρµ +∇ρΓµν = 0 , (B.0.2)
which is useful in simplifying the NLSM Lagrangians.
On the other hand, there are identities that specifically help us to simplify the
odd intrinsic parity terms. These are Levi-Civita identities which follow from the
fact that, in 4d, a completely antisymmetric tensor with 5 indices is zero, that is,
gαβεγρτη − gαγεβρτη − gαρεγβτη − gατ εγρβη − gαηεγρτβ = 0 . (B.0.3)
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Contracting a tensor Tαβγρτη in every possible way with the one above leads to the
(independent) identities:
(
−T αα γρτη + T ααγ ρτη − T ααγρ τη + T ααγρτ η − T ααγρτη
)
εγρτη = 0 , (B.0.4)(
+T αα γρτη + T
α
γα ρτη + T
α
γαρ τη − T αγαρτ η + T αγαρτη
)
εγρτη = 0 , (B.0.5)(
−T ααγ ρτη + T αγα ρτη − T αγρα τη + T αγρατ η − T αγρατη
)
εγρτη = 0 , (B.0.6)(
+T ααγρ τη − T αγαρ τη + T αγρα τη − T αγρτα η + T αγρταη
)
εγρτη = 0 , (B.0.7)(
−T ααγρτ η + T αγαρτ η − T αγρατ η + T αγρτα η − T αγρτηα
)
εγρτη = 0 . (B.0.8)
When the tensor Tαβγρτη is constructed out of u
µ and ∇µ, these identities can be
used to simplify the NLSM Lagrangian.
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Appendix C
NLSM Amplitudes from Different
Assumptions
C.1 Higher-Order NLSM Amplitudes
In this appendix, we report the explicit expressions for the color-ordered amplitudes
arising from the NLSM single-trace interactions in Eqs. (5.2.14), (5.2.16), (5.2.17)
and (5.2.18). As a cross-check of our calculations, we have verified that these ampli-
tudes have the correct infrared behavior by computing the double soft limit of the
6-point amplitude.
In what follows, we will denote by A
(j)
n [1, . . . , n] the O(pj) contribution to the n-
point on-shell color-ordered amplitude. With this notation, the 4-point color-ordered





































































where s, t, and u are the usual Mandelstam variables defined as
s = (p1 + p2)
2, t = (p1 + p3)
2, u = (p1 + p4)
2 . (C.1.5)
The 5-point partial amplitude up to sixth derivative order is given by:
A
(4)


































14s225 + 2 (6s34 + 7s35) s25
− 9s234 − 7s235 − 6s34s35
)
s24 − 32s334 − 10s335 + 6s25s234 − 3 (5s25 + 14s34) s235
+ 30s225s34 + 3
(




23 (6s24 + 57s25 − 51s34 + 6s35)
+ 3s23
(
16s224 + 2 (13s25 − 5s34 + 2s35) s24 + 3
(
5s225 + 2s34s25 − 7s234 − 4s235






Finally, the 6-point partial amplitude up to sixth derivative order is:
A
(2)























s14s26 + s13 (s25 + s26) + s24s35 + s15 (s26 + s36) +
(s15 + s25) s46 −
2
3
(s14s26 + s13 (s24 + s25 + 2s26) + s15 (2s26 + s36)




s23s45 + (s13 + s14 + s24) s56
+ s12 (s35 + s36 + s46 + s56)− 23((s13 + 2s14 + s24 + s34) s56
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2c1s13(s12 + s23)
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3f1 (s16s23s45 + s12s34s56) + 2f2(s12s36s45 + s16s34s52
+ s23s41s56) + f3 (s16s24s35 + s12s46s35 + s13s26s45 + s15s23s46 + s13s24s56 + s34s51s62)
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2
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where cyc(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) denotes cyclic permutations of {1, . . . , 6}, sij ≡ (pi · pj)2
and sijk ≡ sij + sjk + sik.
C.2 Abelian Z-theory Amplitudes
The Abelian Z-theory amplitudes can be found in [43, 143]. These amplitudes
coincide with the most general color-ordered amplitudes satisfying the KK and BCJ
relations found in [189]. For completeness, we report here the results for the 4-point
amplitude up to eighth derivative order, and for the 6-point amplitude up to sixth
derivative order:






t(s2 + t2 + u2) +
C8
F 8
t(stu) + · · · , (C.2.1)
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In this Appendix, we show the Special Galileon 4-point and 6-point scattering
amplitudes up to O(p12). The 5-point amplitude was found to vanish up O(p14).
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+O(p14) . (D.0.1)
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